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Bowling Green vs. Western Michigan (Band Day)       September 29, 1973       75 cents 
MODERN 
HEATING 
INC. 
12810 S. Dixie Hwy. 
"Your Comfort 
Is Our 
Business" 
CERTIFIED 
LENNOX 
Phone 354-2615 
For The Finest In 
Photographic Equipment 
And Photo Finishing 
GROSS 
Now In Bowling Green 
109 State Street 
Phone 352-8160 
SPUDNUT 
COFFEE 
SHOP 
Pick Up Your Donuts 
After the Game 
FREE DELIVERY 
FOR ORDERS OF 
5 DOZEN OR MORE 
STADIUM  PLAZA 
SHOPPING  CENTER 
1616  E.  WOOSTER 352-9150 
FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Dear  Falcon   Football  Fans: 
We've been building toward the 1973 football season ever since I've 
been at Bowling Green. This year's seniors were freshmen along with me 
in the fall of 1970, and it was pretty clear then that many highly talented 
players had been attracted to Bowling Green during the summer and spring 
of 1970. 
This, then, should be the pay-off year. I hope the Falcons' performance 
each Saturday will be attractive to fans of this sport which is so much a 
part of the American scene each autumn. 
I am grateful for the attraction of football which brings a great many 
guests to our campus. It is our hope that while here you will take the 
opportunity to find out more about this University and will gain a sense of 
our goals and mission as a first-rate University. Our library, exhibits and 
galleries are always attractive to visitors, and we always hope we will have 
a chance to share them with new friends of the University during this 1973 
football season. 
I personally recommend to any visitor on our campus to stop and talk 
to our students. Ask them about the University. You will know our Univer- 
sity best as you get some feel for the contributions the University is making 
in the realization of personal ambitions. More than any planned tour for 
visitors, this practice can reveal the style and spirit of Bowling Green. 
We welcome everyone who has come to our campus for this game and 
hope each will return for future athletic contests, theatrical productions, 
musical events and special lectures. We are a state university and are particu- 
larly pleased when we can share our most attractive events with our pre- 
ferred stockholders — the citizens of the state of Ohio. 
Sincerely, 
Hollis A. Moore 
President 
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GOOD 
LUCK 
B.G. 
FALCONS 
LOCATED IN THE SHOPPING CENTER - 
ACROSS EAST WOOSTER STREET FROM 
THE  STADIUM 
Great Scot 
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES 
on 
<rii ik 
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BOWLING GREEN:   THE TEAM WITH A HEART 
Football is just not a game of 
numbers. It's a game of human emo- 
tions where games are won or lost 
by desire. A football player is not 
a machine. He is a human being 
with a heart. This makes it possible 
to disect a football player and to 
perhaps find out what makes that 
heart tick. 
This then is the telltale heart of the 
1973 Falcon football team: 
Center DAVE McMICHAEL com- 
bines brains with brawn. As a mar- 
keting research major with his life- 
time goal as wanting to be success- 
ful, Dave starred in the classroom by 
making the all-MAC academic team 
last year. When he wasn't in the 
classroom, he was in the weight room 
taking on all comers with his hobby 
of weightlifting. Dave likes to throw 
his weight around even on the bas- 
ketball floor where he once fouled 
out of a game in two minutes. 
Guard BOB MARTIN faces a battle 
with life this fall as he comes back 
from a bout with mononucleosis. Al- 
though excused from spring practice, 
he didn't let up as he scored a 
straight A average in the classroom. 
Hopefully his illness wasn't the result 
of his cooking since Bob enjoys pre- 
paring gormet foods as a hobby. 
DAVE KULIK was one of those 
babes born with a football in his 
crib. Dave is one of five Falcon players 
who cut his teeth on a football in 
Massillon where custom dictates a 
football be given to all baby boys in 
the hospital. TIM QUINN, who may 
start at the other guard position, 
completes the brain trust in the cen- 
ter of the offensive line. He showed 
his academic strength in the spring 
by making the Dean's List. 
Tackles have a habit of being a bit 
weird but wonderful. JOHN JACQUOT 
enjoys art and wants to be a com- 
mercial artist. He has been known to 
spy on Toledo football practice. John 
also experienced a lineman's dream 
in intercepting a screen pass and 
running 45 yards for a touchdown 
in high school. His size has been put 
to good use as a part-time nightclub 
bouncer. 
NICK OBROVAC, a 6-3, 226-pound 
junior, has a little brother coming to 
campus this fall who tips the scales 
at 6-4, 240. Wonder which one mom 
likes best? Nick also is an artist who 
is looking for a career in advertising. 
Pass receivers always seem to be 
very versatile athletes who should be 
doing something else. ROGER 
WALLACE   did    everything    in    high 
CO-CAPTAINS GREG MECZKA (left) AND 
ship for this year's Bowling Green football 
Meciica working  at  offensive tight end and V 
school except sell popcorn as he won 
10 athletic letters. He also threw 
passes instead of catching them from 
his quarterback position. RICK NEW- 
MAN picked up eight letters in high 
school and was recruited in both 
basketball and football. He faces a 
challenge at wingback after starting 
as a split end and defensive halfback 
for the last two years. 
Co-captain GREG MECZKA's loss 
may be Bowling Green's gain. The 
senior tight end lost about 15 pounds 
this spring while gaining back some 
speed and quickness. He may be 
sacrificing a professional career while 
carrying around 219 pounds instead of 
235, but he's going to be a better 
college football player. 
For quarterbacks, Bowling Green 
sees double. Sharing the job will be 
seniors REID LAMPORT and JOE 
BABICS. The two leaders also share a 
special interest in working with handi- 
capped children. Both are majoring 
in special education and have been 
active in working with mentally re- 
tarded children throughout their 
three years in school. 
PAUL MILES likes to break records 
on  the football field  and  make  re- 
JOHN  VILLAPIANO  will  be  supplying  the leader- 
team.   Both   seniors   are   two-year   regulars   with 
llapiano  running wild as a  linebacker. 
cords off the field. As an accomplished 
singer and guitar player, Paul is look- 
ing forward to a future recording date 
after developing his own coffee house 
routine as a folk-rock stylist. He sings 
many of his own "thought songs of 
today" and has already put 12 of 
them on tape. 
Fullback PHIL POLAK never had a 
sibling rivalry with his older brother, 
Dave, who was an all-league line- 
backer for Bowling Green in 1969. 
He credits Dave with being a great 
influence in making him a better 
football player. Phil has a hobby of 
reconditioning things such as chairs, 
sofas, jeeps, and other items. 
With five brothers and three sisters 
in his family, TOM FISHER had to be 
quick to get his share of the food at 
the table. His boardinghouse reach 
from a defensive end position has 
caused opponents to fumble 14 times 
in two seasons. Tom also believes the 
woman - behind - every - man theory 
and credits his wife, Cindy, with in- 
fluencing his football achievements 
because she made being something 
worth while. 
(Continued on Page 6) 
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We're On The 
Falcon Team! 
JOE  McGEE 
Sales   Mgr. 
bob beers ford, inc. 
1089 N. MAIN, BOWLING GREEN, O. 
"home of the super service dept. 
and super sales force" 
MAKE IT KEEPS 
WITH A 
DIAMOND RING FROM 
JEWELRYJTORE 
125  North Main  Street 
Downtown  Bowling Green 
PUPPETS 
Theatre- 
Restaurant 
MMEHb^ter 
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TEAM WITH A HEART . . .  Continued from Page 4 
KEVIN TAYLOR enjoys the call of 
the wild. He gets away from life's 
hectic pace by hunting, fishing and 
trapping. He also trapped runners 21 
times for losses last season. 
Versatility helps MIKE HARRAMAN 
and DAVE TURNER at defensive end. 
Mike won 10 letters in football, bas- 
ketball, track and baseball in high 
school. Dave won more honors in 
prep basketball than he did in foot- 
ball at Canton McKinley. As a BC 
freshman he played both sports. 
Faith can help build mountains 
and also defensive tackles. TOM 
HALL moves men in many ways. 
Possessed with deep Christian be- 
liefs, Tom is active in several campus 
religious groups. He also spent some 
time last summer at a marine training 
camp. 
GARY McBRIDE has been deaf 
since birth. But his football ability 
and desire to achieve have broken 
down many communication barriers 
during his four years at Bowling 
Green. Gary is one of the team's 
most inspirational leaders. His sense 
of humor and tremendous enthusiasm 
for life makes him a locker room 
cheerleader. His favorite pastime is 
coming into a noisy locker room after 
a victory, getting up on a bench and 
signaling that the place is too noisy 
by covering his ears and making wild 
gestures for quiet. 
Losing is not a part of middle 
guard BILL CENTA's life style. For 
five-and-a-half years, Bill did not lose 
a football game at Cleveland St. 
Joseph's High School or as a BG 
freshman and sophomore. His streak 
was stopped by a Toledo team fea- 
turing Chuck Ealey who also had the 
habit of winning every game in which 
he started for seven years. 
Co-captain JOHN VILLAPIANO can't 
keep away from being compared to 
his older brother, Phil, who will be 
a starting linebacker for the Oakland 
Raiders for the third straight year this 
fall. Both wear No. 41 on their uni- 
forms and cause mayhem on the 
gridiron. The only difference is that 
John does his thing at 5-11 and 185 
pounds while Phil steps in at 6-2 and 
235 pounds. Phil also played for 
Bowling Green and was a co-captain 
and the league's outstanding defen- 
sive player as a senior. As BG's leading 
tackier for the last two seasons, John 
should also be in for his share of 
honors this year. 
Linebacker   JOE   RUSSELL   doesn't 
have   any   of  Villapiano's   problems. 
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He has three sisters in his family and 
stands like a rock at 6-1 and 227 
pounds. Joe is an excellent student 
with a 3.38 accumulative academic 
average and designs on becoming 
a doctor. 
JESSE GREATHOUSE, ART THOMP- 
SON and MYRON WILSON have a 
variety of reasons for playing foot- 
ball and attending college. Jesse 
thrives on being the toughest player 
at his monsterback position and en- 
joys the roughness of the sport. He 
is also gaining the grass-root know- 
ledge of the game to apply for his 
future career of being a sports an- 
nouncer. Art enjoys the hitting as- 
pect of football and has professional 
aspirations. He's attending school to 
become a draftsman so that one day 
he can build his own home. Myron 
plays football because a high school 
coach once told him he wasn't good 
enough to play the game in college. 
Only a gifted natural athlete could 
consider becoming a starting de- 
fensive safety after two years as an 
offensive back. That's the challenge 
for TONY BELL this season. Tony 
could   make   it  happen   since   he  is 
the first athlete at Bowling Green to 
letter in both football and basket- 
ball since Jack Hecker turned the 
trick in 1954. There's also some fight- 
ing blood in Tony's background. His 
uncle, Shelton Bell, was a national 
AAU light heavyweight champion in 
1941. His father, Isaac, also dabbled 
with the gloves and uncle Tommy 
fought Sugar Ray Robinson for the 
title in 1946. 
The Falcons also have some 
specialties. Punter ED McCOY pro- 
fesses a knack of running back his 
own punts. He did it last year when 
he caught his own partially-blocked 
punt against Purdue and ran with it 
for 21 yards and a first down. Ed 
is also a back-up safety, back-up 
quarterback and a returning letterman 
as a BG baseball pitcher. Sophomore 
placekicker DON TAYLOR was a na- 
tional college hero with his game- 
winning field goal against Purdue 
even berore he attended his first 
class. Don's front yard at home con- 
tains a set of regulation goal posts. 
In his senior year in high school, the 
place-kicking specialist missed on all 
five of his field  goal  attempts. 
FIGHT FALCONS! 
visit the 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
530 E. WOOSTER ST. PHONE  353-7732 
FOR THE BEST IN 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
SWEATSHIRTS & MASCOTS 
AND 
A wide variety of cloth and paperback 
books for your educational needs and 
general   reading   enjoyment. 
WIN OR LOSE, 
MEET AFTER THE 
GAME AT- 
S^' 
WE HAVE RETURNED 
EAST RIVER 
DRIVE 
80JA1K5 
NITE CLUB 
893 S. MAIN ST. - BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
ENTERTAINMENT - DANCING - COCKTAILS 
1 p.m. till 2:30 a.m. - Mon. thru Sat. 
"1 .'/ 
OLDSMOBILE 
'The Winning Team' 
BOB SCHNEIDER 
OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC, INC. 
TELEPHONE 419 353-8921 1013 N. MAIN STREET 
BOWLING  GREEN, OHIO  43402 
• NEW AND USED CARS 
• PARTS AND SERVICE 
• COMPLETE LEASING PROGRAM 
• BODY SERVICE — ALL MAKES 
— Satisfaction Guaranteed — 
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MEET THE BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
GARY ANDERSON JOE   BABICS VIC   BAKUNOFF BOB   BANJAC DOUG BECHERUCCI TONY BELL 
Industrial   Ed. Special   Education Business Ed. Accounting Industrial  Arts HPE 
JOHN  BOLES 
History 
MIKE   BOOTH 
Undecided 
GREG BREWTON 
HPE 
DAVE BROWN 
Business 
DON   BUYNACK 
Undecided 
BILL  CENTA 
Accounting 
KEVIN   CLAYTON 
Pro-Law 
MARK CONKLIN 
Business  Finance 
COREY CUNNINGHAM       GREG  DAVIDSON 
Undecided HPE 
DON DILLINGHAM 
Elementary Ed. 
DAVE DUDLEY 
HPE 
TOM HALL 
Elementary Ed. 
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RICK  HANS 
Industrial   Ed. 
GREG HARMON 
HPE 
MIKE HARRAMAN 
Biology 
JAMIE HENNEBERRY 
HPE 
DOUG   HINES 
Undecided 
THE FALCON FOOTBALL NETWORK 
1430 KHZ   With   WFOB'S    96.7 MHZ 
DAVE  CARR BILL BLAIR 
BROUGHT  TO  YOU   BY 
Your partner in protection 
GRANGE MUTUAL COMPANIES 
Ail Games At Home And Away 
AFFILIATES ON WFOB  NET 
WONW — Defiance 1280 KHZ 
WKLR — Toledo 99.9 MHZ 
WBCO —Bucyrus 1540 KHZ 
WERT — Van Wert 1220 KHZ 
WLEC — Sandusky 102.7 MHZ 
WLYT —Cleveland 92 MHZ 
WADM — Decatur, Ind. 1540 KHZ 
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FILM 
SWEATSHIRTS 
TivUtmAititf Sw4 Stone 
Open Saturdays, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Weekdays, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
SUNGLASSES    •     UMBRELLAS     •     RAIN    BONNETS    •     FALCON    SOUVENIRS 
TEXTBOOKS     •     ART & SCHOOL  SUPPLIES     •     GREETING  CARDS     •     RECORDINGS 
VISIT  US AFTER   THE GAME! 
SOUND 
'The Sound Specialists" 
• Everything  For The 
Audiophite 
• We  Service  What 
We   Sell 
VVesewid better. 
248 South Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 354-4322 
ENJOY THE GAME! 
>v. 
'■ ** 
The STATE SAVINGS 
& Loan Company 
300 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
PHONE 352-5226 
aeaa 
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MEET THE BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
' 
MARK HORANSKY 
Accounting 
SHERRILL JACKSON 
Undecided 
JOHN JACQUOT 
Art 
JERRY  JOHNSON 
Undecided 
GENE JONES ED  KELLEY 
Science Undecided 
STEVE   KUEHL 
Undecided 
DAVE  KULIK 
History 
REID LAMPORT 
Special Education 
CHUCK L1NDSEY JIM MACRY 
HPE Speech 
mkt 
JIM MAHONY 
Business Sales 
BOB   MARTIN 
HPE 
GARY McBRIDE 
Industrial   Ed. 
ED McCOY 
History 
DAVE McMICHAEL 
Marketing 
GREG MECZKA 
Marketing 
PAUL   MILES 
Sociology 
GARY MIXON 
Business 
BRETT  MOLK 
HPE 
TOM  MORIARTY 
Pre-Law 
RICK NEWMAN 
English 
RON NICKEY 
Undecided 
AL NOZAK 
Undecided 
JOHN   OBROCK 
Education 
GEORGE OBROVAC 
Art 
GARRY   PENTA 
HPE 
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MEET THE BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
L*l mm 
STEVE STUDER 
Art 
TODD TRAMBA 
Busienss  Admin. 
MIKE WATSON 
Industrial   Tech. 
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DAVE   PRESTON 
Mathematics 
miks, 
MITCH SHERRELL 
Graphic  Comm. 
DON TAYLOR 
Business Admin. 
DAVE TURNER 
English 
TIM   QUINN 
HPE 
JIM SNOWDEN 
Pre-Law 
KEVIN TAYLOR 
Biology 
TONY VENDITTI 
Physical Therapy 
BILL WHIDDEN 
Undecided 
JIM REYNOLDS 
Business 
Pr 
TOM SPANN 
Biology 
HAL  THOMAS 
Sociology 
r *"T^*    ' T£. 
*, 
JEFF ROBERTSON 
Pre-Law 
TOM STEELE 
English 
ART THOMPSON 
Industrial  Tech. 
JOE   RUSSELL 
Chemistry 
ROB STEPHAN 
History 
DENNIS  TRACE 
Industrial  Tech. 
JOHN VILLAPIANO 
Information Systems 
DENNIS WAKEFIELD 
Undecided 
ROGER WALLACE 
HPE 
THOM WILKER 
Business Admin. 
MYRON WILSON 
HPE 
RAY MCNEILL 
Physical   Therapy 
m     MARATHON     ^ 
^
==
^ OIL COMPANY  ^^^° 
And WAWR Radio's 
BGSU SPORTS NETWORK •* 
Proudly Present Falcon Football 
For The Entire 1973 Season 
WAWR-FM - - Bowling Green 
WRWR-FM - - Port Clinton 
WLKR-AM & FM - - Norwalk 
WCIT-AM - - Lima 
WFIN-FM - Findlay 
WKTN-FM - Kenton 
WNNR-FM - Bellevue 
WFRO-AM & FM - Fremont 
\A/ A \A/ 13      Bowling Green's Only Full-Time 
V Y AH Y Y  IX     Broadcast Facility      Completely 
Q7  5    FAA Dedicated To Community Service. 
*  A division of WAWR  Radio,  Portage Valley  Broadcasters,  Inc.,  Bowling  Green,  Ohio. 
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BOWLING GREEN'S 1973 FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF includes head coach Don Nehlen (seated in center) and six varsity assistants. Seated, l-r, 
are Ron Chismar, offensive backfield coach and offensive coordinator, and Mario Russo, defensive ends and tackles coach and defensive coordina- 
tor. Standing are Carlos Jackson, pass offensive coordinator; Car! Battershell offensive line coach; Dale Strahm, linebacker and middle guard coach, 
and Larry Coyer, defensive secondary coach. 
Contrary to popular belief, Bowling 
Green assistant football coaches do 
not sit in a dark room for 10 hours 
each day watching movies. Would you 
believe five hours? 
In fact the Falcon coaching staff 
is charged with a variety of duties 
that the ordinary football fan might 
not even think about when glancing 
at the coaching profession. 
"Organized, hard-working and de- 
dicated," are the three key words 
that Don Nehlen uses to describe his 
current staff which he rates as high 
as any he has had at Bowling Green. 
However, assistant coaches and of- 
fensive linemen are really the unsung 
men of college football. Perhaps a 
brief look at these men and their 
responsibilities may help to set the 
record straight. 
RON CHISMAR (Kent State, '61), 
fourth year, coaches the offensive 
backs and coordinates the offensive 
attack. He also accumulates offen- 
sive statistics, arranges for pre-season 
housing and feeding, works as liaison 
with training room, runs the agility 
part of the winter conditioning pro- 
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gram, and distributes tickets for ath- 
letic contests. 
CARLOS JACKSON (Bowling Green, 
'58), sixth year, coaches the receivers 
and coordinates the pass offense. He 
also assists professional scouts, works 
as liaison with admissions office and 
athletic public relations, and co- 
ordinates the on-campus visits of 
recruits. An extra is finding a bus 
driver for home games. 
CARL BATTERSHELL (Bowling 
Green, '70), first year, coaches the of- 
fensive line. He also coordinates the 
academic and tutoring program, serves 
as liaison with athletic fields and fa- 
cilities personnel, runs the study table 
for freshmen and compiles the 
academic honor roll. An extra is ac- 
quiring all academic and counselor 
forms for the football office. 
MARIO RUSSO (Akron '57), second 
year, coaches the defensive ends and 
tackles and coordinates the defense. 
He also serves as secretary at all 
coaching meetings, supervises all of- 
fice supplies, works as liaison with 
placement office and athletic busi- 
ness manager and prepares the foot- 
ball notebook. His extra is acquiring 
NFL highlight films for pre-season 
practice. 
DALE STRAHM (Ohio Northern '65), 
third year, coaches the linebackers 
and middle guards. He also plans the 
Friday night team parties, designs 
locker room signs, charts and photos, 
supervises weight program during 
winter conditioning, coordinates 
scouting of opponents and handles 
special downtown promotions. His 
extra is arranging for coeds to as- 
sist in recruiting. 
LARRY COYER (Marshall '65), first 
year, coaches the defensive secondary. 
He supervises projectors and publi- 
cations, handles film exchanges with 
opponents, works as liaison with 
audio-visual personnel, supervises 
film room and assists in the winter 
weight program. 
DAN GLEASON (Wyoming '71), 
graduate student, will coach the junior 
varsity team this fall. He will handle 
many of the above duties for the 
varsity football team and assist the 
varsity with  grading of game films. 
DUTCH PANTRY 
FAMILY RESTAURANTS ® 
u CHUST FOR YOU n 
HOME  STYLE 
PENNSYLVANIA  DUTCH  COOKING 
Hours: Sunday — Thursday  7 A.M. ■ 9  P.M. 
Friday   &  Saturday   7 A.M.-10  P.M. 
WOOSTER STREET AT 1-75 
Across From The Stadium 
GOOD  LUCK 
FALCONS! 
FRANK'S 
SALES & 
SERVICE 
Your Westinghouse 
Appliance Mart 
in Bowling Green 
891 South Main St. 
Bowling  Green, Ohio 
354-9801     •     353-8761 
MIDAMERICAN 
National BANK & Trust Co. 
'T/ie Friendly Bank of Banking Centers' 
INSURED DEPOSITS 
FIRST B.G. 
SOUTHSIDE B.G. 
PHONE 352-5271 
NORTHSIDE, B.G. 
UNIVERSITY, B.G. 
FDIC 
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TONY KIJANKO IS BIG. 
HIS CARS AND GAS BILLS ARENT. 
Why would a 6-5, 240-pound former Falcon tackle buy a pair of Datsuns? Ask Tony 
Kijanko. He's the proud owner of a '72 Datsun sedan and a '73 Datsun wagon. His reasons 
are simple enough — economy, performance and "more room than you think". Tony needs 
size in his steaks, clothes and lots of things — but not a big dent in his wallet. That's why 
he chose Datsun. You should, too! 
Phone 352-6905 DISHOP MOTORS North Dixie Hwy. 
I'aiam'Phm 
MOTEL 
1450  EAST WOOSTER  STREET 
Across From Harshman Dorm 
-   CLOSEST MOTEL TO CAMPUS   - 
"Your Friendly Host 
In Bowling Green" 
• Newest,  Most  Modern   Living 
Facilities In Bowling Green 
• Restaurant 
• Direct Dial  Room  Phones 
• Color TV/Cablevision 
• Conference   Rooms 
GOOD LUCK 
FALCONS! 
Kreischer 
Dorms 
Harshman 
FALCON PLAZA MOTEL 
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BEHIND THE SCENES 
GRADUATE  ASSISTANTS  working with  the  football team  in  1973  include  (l-r)  Art   Curtis,   Tom   Payne,   junior  varsity   coach   Dan   Gleason,   Mike 
Larson, Bill Harris and Sonny Hicks. 
THE FAICONS' MANAGERIAL AND EQUIPMENT STAFF for football 
includes (l-r) Tim Provost, head manager Ken Hart, equipment 
manager Glenn Sharp, Rick Cain and Chuck Patterson. Missing 
from   the   picture   is   Don   Woods. 
FOOTBALL TRAINERS in 1973 include (kneeling) Ric Courson, Glen 
Foster, Paul Bishop and Dale Arnold. Standing are Harry Tyson, 
Bill  Stanton,  Garry  Miller  and  head  trainer  Gary  Rose. 
'»>, 
I 
THE FOOTBALL MAINTENANCE STAFF for 1973 includes (first 
row, l-r) Butch Patton, administrative assistant Ken Schoeni, Greg 
Kuhn and Dan Malone. In back are Jerry Heiser, Curly Foster, 
Norm Jimison and Ed Masel. Missing from the picture are Dick 
Layman,   Mike   LaTour  and   Jerry  Jimison. 
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES work many hours to keep 
things running smoothly. The 1973 office staff includes, l-r, Kris 
Gleason, Mary Polen, Bernice Burris, Karen Lamport, Ann Baer, 
Marty Frobose and Becky Meek. Missing from the picture is Jan 
Kiehl. 
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PRINTING. . . 
the inseparable companion of achievement 
It has been our pleasure to produce the Falcon Football programs for the past 
three years. In each of the first two years the program was judged among the 
best  in  the  nation   in   its  circulation  class. 
It's unwise to pay too much . . . but it is worse to pay too little. That is our 
way  of  establishing  the  value of good   printing  quality.   If you  deal  with  the 
lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run. And if you do 
that, you will  have enough to pay for something  better. 
That's why we suggest you contact us for your printing needs. 
COMMERCIAL   PRINTERS  SINCE   1918. 
WOOD COUNTY PRINTING CO. 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
••••AUTYNWJTIWt •• 
••wwii you WAIT •• 
••fORPfttMIES •• 
• PttCE USTS * PHOTOGRAPHS 
• tenwHCADs • CATALOGS 
• FOUMS • lETTOOT •REPORTS 
• twyciom Also POLDING • 
CUTTING • DADOING • COLLATING 
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GO FALCONS! 
BEE GEE 
BOOKSTORE 
1424 E. Wooster St.  Across From Harshman   353-2252 
THE BEST IN GAME SUPPLIES: 
• Cow Bells 
• Freddie Falcon Mascots 
• Sweat Shirts 
• Throw-Away Raincoats 
• Umbrellas 
• Jackets 
• Dave Wottle Posters 
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mm 
hotline 
football 
By Bob Moyers 
BGSU Sports Information Director 
—It's too early to tell, but early-season returns indicate that Mid- 
American Conference football teams may be deserting the three-yard-cloud- 
of-dust theory of football for a well-balanced attack that can strike from any- 
where on the field. 
What this revolutionary thinking means is that MAC coaches are not 
only thinking pass, they are actually throwing some this season. Although 
billed as the "Year of the Running Back" in the MAC, it's the quarterbacks 
who have burst into the spotlight during the first month of the season. 
When Bowling Green coach Don Nehlen announced this spring that 
he planned to put the pass back into Bowling Green football, the other 
coaches must have decided to fight fire with fire. After all, if the Falcons were 
going to throw the football with abandon after completing only 35 per cent 
of nothing last season, there must be something good that can happen when 
throwing a pass. 
"What we're after is a balanced attack," says Nehlen. "If that means 
passing, then  that means  passing." 
In their first two victories over Syracuse, 41-14, and Dayton, 31-16, the 
Falcons exploited the air lanes more than once every four plays. BG even 
threw on first down nine times against Syracuse. Senior Reid Lamport has 
been on target 19 times in 28 tosses for 318 yards and 3 touchdowns. That's 
a 67 per cent percentage compared to his 31 mark last season. 
Lalmport is not the only quarterback wearing out his arm these days. 
Miami's Steve Sanna threw for 146 yards to set up the 24-19 upset win over 
Purdue. Kent's Greg Kokal completed 14 straight passes vs. Ohio University 
last week. Toledo's Gene Swick ranks among the top five passers in the 
nation. Ohio U. features Rich Bevly, the MAC total offense leader from 1972. 
Two of Western Michigan's three wins have been set up by the passing 
of Paul  Jorgensen. 
However, with such outstanding runners as Bob Hitchens, Paul Miles, 
Phil Polak, Bill Gary, Larry Poole, and Larry Cates still around, it's possible 
that it will yet be a year for running backs. 
But right now, the pass is back in the MAC and at Bowling Green. 
TODAY'S GAME NOTES: A key to victory could be Bowling Green's 
new-look passing attack which will be challenged by Western Michigan's 
pass defense which ranks among the top 10 in the nation with an average of 
44 yards a game . . . The Broncos will be playing on natural grass for the 
first time this season. . . Western is 7-0 on artificial turf. . . Falcons lead MAC 
in scoring with 36-point average. . . Western leads in total defense. . . BG 
defense has yielded only three points in first three quarters this season. . . 
Fourth quarters have yielded 27 . . . Outstanding quickness of Falcon line- 
backer John Villapiano and WMU's Dominic Riggio is something to watch. 
Villapiano, Sports Illustrated lineman of the week for performance against 
Syracuse, lost first-team all-league linebacker slot last year to Riggio. . . Only 
difference is size with Riggio going 214 and Villapiano weighing 184. . . BG 
leads in series, 13-4-2. . . The 13-13 tie last year cost BG share of MAC 
title. . . Western ranked second in the nation in rushing defense last year. 
The "Rustlers" held Paul Miles to 50 yards and Phil Polak to 34 last year. 
All-league tailback Larry Cates rushed for 90 yards last year in BG-WMU 
game. . . BG coach Don Nehlen was high school quarterback at Canton 
Lincoln High School when Western coach Bill Doolittle was an assistant coach 
at Lincoln in 1952. . . The "pupil" has a 3-1-1 record against the "teacher." 
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Photos by BGSU Photo Service, 
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*.'-. »' GRIDBITS 
By Kenny White 
Three years in a row the Falcons 
have opened the season with the 
odds heavily tilting towards the op- 
position. But Ohio University, Pur- 
due and Syracuse now all have one 
thing in common. They sport 0-1 
ledgers after tangling with BG. 
It may have been the excitement 
or maybe just faith, but BGSU Presi- 
dent Hollis Moore suggested a her- 
culean task for his warriors to an 
alumni gathering after the Syra- 
cuse win. 
The President's suggestion: Let's 
give the men from Lincoln, Nebraska 
a call. 
The alums gave a rousing cheer 
for athletic director Dick Young to 
try to get Nebraska on the sched- 
ule. But the players went around the 
Sheraton Hotel holding their heads 
and inquiring about obtaining trans- 
fers to other schools. 
Maybe the Big Ten tilt last year 
with powerful Purdue played a 
heavy part in both reactions. In 
case you've forgotten the BG giant 
killers upset the Boilermakers, 17- 
14. 
Roger Wallace was wearing a big 
smile on his face after enjoying his 
best day catching the football at 
BG. The senior split end grabbed 
six aerials for 77 yards. His best 
catch of the day came when he 
made a stabbing snatch of a Joe 
Babies pass late in the third quar- 
ter which was good for 16 yards. 
Upon arriving in Syracuse Friday 
morning the players read a local 
paper which said Reid Lamport 
couldn't throw the football. 
In the locker room after com- 
pleting 11 of 16 passes for 120 
yards, Lamport proudly pulled out 
the clipping and put it in full view 
of the Syracuse newsmen along 
with a wide smile. 
Senior Rick Newman missed his 
first college battle when he sat out 
the encounter with Syracuse. New- 
m a n was on the sidelines on 
crutches with his left leg heavily 
taped as the result of a knee injury 
suffered in one of the team's scrim- 
mages. He probably will be out for 
the year. 
Sophomore Art Thompson en- 
joyed his debut to the world of 
college football by intercepting a 
pass that set up the Falcons' second 
TD against Syracuse. To go along 
with his first college theft, Thomp- 
son was credited with nine tackles 
and performed well from his left 
cornerback  spot. 
RAPPING WITH FALCONS 
HERE'S THE QUESTION ... 
If I were a football coach, I would . . . 
AND HERE ARE SOME ANSWERS . . . 
Rick Hans — I don't want to be a coach so I never thought about it. 
Jim Otley — Make sure my team was mentally and physically ready for the 
season. 
Tom Spann — Try to get the most out of my players. 
Mike Booth — Try to understand each player's ability. 
Mark Conklin — Run an organized, disciplined football team. 
Corey Cunningham — Preach hitting. 
Greg Harmon — Demand total cooperation from all people involved. 
Tom Hall — Instill confidence and aggressiveness. 
Jesse Greathouse — Be the best in the world. 
Mitch Sherrell — Be extremely cool  headed and play the players who  I 
think can get the job done. 
Todd Tramba — Instill a winning pride in the team. 
Dennis Wakefield — Try to relate to my players and get their confidence 
in me and my word. 
Myron Wilson — Be a winner. 
Tim Quinn — Be fair and impartial. 
Garry Penta — Be fantastic. 
George Obrovac — Always want a championship team. 
Bob Martin — Try my best to be successful and yet come across with the 
players. 
Gary McBride — Be aggressive and be tough all the time. 
Chuck Lindsay — Be hard on the team until they prove to me they are 
ready to go. 
Reid Lamport — Make sure I was the boss and that the team understood 
that and I had their respect. 
Steve Kuehl — Do my best. 
% 
Mike Harraman — Try to maintain a consistently close association between 
my staff and players. 
Bill Centa — Be mighty tough on the field and a heck of a guy off the field. 
Bill Whidden — Make sure the players enjoy the game. It's not a job, it's a 
game. 
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DO-IT-YOURSELF STATISTICS 
On the next page, you will see the up-to-date 
"official" statistics of Bowling Green and today's op- 
ponent. What these runners, passers and receivers have 
done in the past should serve as a yardstick of what 
they do in Doyt L. Perry Field today. What they do can al- 
so become a part of your "official" record of today's 
game. 
As a service to fans who like to look at figures, this 
do-it-yourself statistics form can help you determine if 
the players are measuring up to their advance statistics 
besides letting you win some post-game debates on 
who had the most yardage. You also can second-guess 
the experts when reading the statistics in the news- 
papers following the game. Here are some guidelines 
to follow when keeping statistics: 
1. Don't expect to be "right on" with the official 
statistics. There may be between 10 or 15 yards difference 
due to individual judgments made concerning where the 
ball is spotted. The rule is that the ball does not reach 
the yard line until it touches the yard line. Thus a 
runner may travel four and 35/36 yards and receive 
credit only for four yards in the statistics. 
2. A first down is credited on all touchdown plays 
within a series of downs that started beyond the 10-yard 
line. 
3. Keep accumulative totals for each rusher, passer 
and receiver. Thus if Polak runs for 2, 3, and 5 yards you 
would record 2, 5, and 10 in the first three columns 
opposite his name. For passers, place an "X" for an 
incomplete pass and circle the "X" if the pass is 
intercepted. Otherwise, just keep accumulative yardage. 
4. On penalty plays, a runner can receive credit for 
yardage only to the point of the infraction. 
5. Two-point conversion plays do not count as yard- 
age gained or lost. 
BOWLING 1       2       3       4       5       6      7       8       9     10     11     12     13     14     15     16     17     18     19 
RUSHING                          (Use  cumulative yardage, circle scoring  plays) 
GREEN 17 Watson 
20 Preston 
SCORING   BY  PERIODS 29 Miles 
1           2          3          4          F 
43 Polak 
48  Dillingham 
TD                 SCORERS                 PAT 
PASSING                           (Use  cumulative yardage  for completions;  — for  incomplete;  X for  interceptions) 
11   Lamport 
15  Babies 
RECEIVING                       (Use cumulative yardage, circle scoring plays) 
12 Jackson 
31   Thomas 
84 Wallace 
85 Meczka 
FIRST DOWNS 86 Stephan 
RUSH                   PASS                   PEN 
WESTERN 
MICHIGAN 
1       2       3       4       5       6      7       8       9     10     11     12     13     14     15     16     17     18     19 
RUSHING                          (Use cumulative yardage, circle scoring  plays) 
22 Matthews 
30 White 
SCORING   BY  PERIODS 
1           2          3          4          F 
32 Wade 
33  Roth 
40 Cates 
TD                  SCORERS                  PAT ¥ 
PASSING                           (Use cumulative yardage for completions;  — for  incomplete;  X for  interceptions) 
10 Jorgensen 
14 Screws 
 *  
RECEIVING                       (Use cumulative yardage, circle scoring plays) 
35  F. Mumford 
36 J.   Mumford 
37 Ted  Forrest 
FIRST DOWNS 
83 Greg  Cowser 
RUSH                  PASS                  PEN 
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BOWLING GREEN WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Coach Don Nehlen, Sixth Year, Record 28-20-3 Coach Bill Doolittle, 10th Year, Record 52-36-2 
WON 2, LOST 0 BG    OPP. WON 3, LOST 0 WMU OPP. 
SEPT. 15 at Syracuse 41         14 SEPT. 8 at Central  Mich. 18        13 
22 at Dayton 31         16 15 LONG   BEACH 13           8 
29 WESTERN MICHIGAN (3-0-0) 22 NORTHERN  ILLINOIS 28         14 
OCT. 6 
13 
20 
27 
TOLEDO 
at Kent  State 
MIAMI 
at Marshall 
(1-1-0) 
(2-0-0) 
(2-0-0) 
(1-1-0) 
OCT. 
29 
6 
13 
20 
27 
at Bowling Green 
KENT STATE 
at  Toledo 
MARSHALL 
at Ohio 
(2-0-0) 
(2-0-0) 
(1-1-0) 
(1-1-0) 
(0-1-0) 
NOV. 3 at Ohio U. (0-1-0) NOV. 3 MIAMI (2-0-0) 
10 EASTERN  MICHIGAN (3-0-0) 10 BALL   STATE (1-2-0) 
17 NORTHERN   ILLINOIS (2-1-0) 17 at Texas Arlington (0-3-0) 
TOP INDIVIDUALS 
RUSHING ATT. YDS. AVG. TD RUSHING ATT. YDS. AVG. TD 
Paul Miles 40 162 4.0 2 Paul Jorgensen 36 178 4.9 2 
Phil  Polak 28 118 4.2 1 Larry Cates 29 86 3.0 1 
Dave Preston 9 45 5.0 0 
PASSING 
Reid Lamport 
Joe Babies 
ATT. 
28 
6 
COMP 
19 
2 
INT.    YDS. 
0        318 
0          10 
PCT. 
.678 
.333 
TD 
3 
0 
PASSING 
Paul Jorgensen 
Bill  Screws 
ATT. 
26 
19 
COMP 
11 
5 
.  INT.    YDS. 
1         200 
1           67 
PCT. 
.423 
.278 
TD 
2 
0 
RECEIVING NO. YDS. AVG. TD RECEIVING NO. YDS. AVG. TD 
Roger Wallace 8 162 20.2 1 Ted Forrest 5 97 19.4 1 
Phil  Polak 6 60 10.0 0 Don  Hoekenga 3 56 18.6 1 
Greg Meczka 5 120 24.0 2 Frank Mumford 3 39 13.0 0 
PUNTING 
Ed McCoy 
NO. 
9 
YDS. 
340 
AVG. 
37.7 
PUNTING 
Mark Schnese 
NO. 
11 
YDS. 
410 
AVG. 
37.3 
SCORING TD PAT FG PTS. 
Don Taylor 0 9-10 1-3 12 SCORING TD PAT FG PTS. 
Paul   Miles 2 12 Paul Jorgensen 2 12 
Greg Meczka 2 12 Bruce Bendix 5-5 2-4 11 
BGSU OPP. 
179.0 129.0 
182.5 133.5 
361.5 262.5 
35/22/0 52/24/3 
10/34.0 12/39.5 
TEAM EFFORTS 
RUSHING YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 
PASSING YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 
TOTAL YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 
PASSES ATT./COMP/INT 
PUNTING ATTEMPTS/AVERAGE 
WMU OPP. 
161.0 122.0 
89.0 44.3 
250.0 166.3 
49/18/4 45/16/2 
22/32.0 28/38.2 
SCORING BY QUARTERS 
1 2 3 4 TOTAL 1 2 3 4   TOTAL 
BOWLING  GREEN 17 14 28 13 — 72 WESTERN MICHIGAN 14 8 13 24 — 59 
OPPONENTS 0 3 0 27 — 30 OPPONENTS 10 16 7 2 — 35 
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illk     I   L     ■ TOM HALL:  DEDICATION, TEAM PLAY, WINNING 
Let's see how good you are at 
name dropping? 
Does a city down past the Mason- 
Dixon line called Jesup, Georgia, ring 
a bell? Or how about Thiel Omi- 
gosh? That name will make you 
scratch   your   noggin   for   a   second. 
Now, how about Tom  Hall? 
Between the "Tom Who's" and 
"Tom What's" responses caused by 
his name, let me take a little time 
to tell you a little bit about one of 
the   Falcons'   unknown   gridders. 
Hall is a 6-1, 226 pounder whose 
anatomy resembles the end results 
of a Charles Atlas body building pro- 
gram. He is attired in the Falcon 
orange and brown with number 57 
on his jersey. His occupation for the 
Falcons is the operator of the de- 
fensive tackle position in the area 
known around football circles as the 
pit. 
You won't often see his name in 
lights nor will his John Hancock be 
mentioned regularly when it comes 
to writing about the heroes in a 
Falcon  triumph. 
r igfit on 
falcon/ 
By KENNY WHITE 
The life of a tackle many times 
adds up to hard work and dedication 
with no recognition. In other words, 
he's just one of the 11 defensive 
players stopping a ball carrier or 
downing a quarterback. 
And to tell you the honest truth, 
that is the very motivation which 
makes the Falcons' senior tackle one 
of the best in the business. 
Hall, who found his way back 
home last year after a year's trial 
as a sophomore middle guard, 
probably is the foremost cog in BC's 
defensive   unit. 
Last year the Falcons' defensive 
stalwart gained All -MAC honors 
along with national recognition with 
his reckless style of play and hard- 
nosed football from his front line 
position. 
He finished the season with 91 
tackles, along with 21 stops for 
losses to go with causing three 
fumbles. He also gained the respect 
of the Midwest coaching fraternity. 
"It felt good to get moved back 
to  tackle  because  I  love to  hit and 
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I felt that I was right at home," 
the big tackle said while resting in 
his  dormitory  room  after practice. 
"My moves are made on the in- 
stinct side now whereas when I was 
playing the linebacker and middle 
guard positions I would hesitate be- 
cause I wasn't adjusted to the posi- 
tion and I had to go on what I had 
learned   in  practice." 
The modest gridder who played his 
prep ball at Bowling Green High 
School pointed out that the secret 
to becoming good is hard work 
tied in with a large degree of pa- 
tience. 
"You've got to have patience and 
know how to use it if you have any 
aspirations of succeeding," Hall as- 
serted "A person has to work on 
different steps and polish each step 
before you become effective. You 
can't expect to get all the marbles 
at once." 
When it comes to reaching goals 
or honors that one has toiled for 
long and hard, Hall just shrugs off 
the thought and looks for the con- 
tribution he makes to the Falcons' 
defensive  unit and  teammates. 
"I don't have time to worry about 
how great people think I am or even 
gaining personal honors because 
those types of individuals don't con- 
tribute to a winning team," Hall 
said. 
But what about gaining all the 
exposure and limelight this year he 
will be subjected to after making 
runners reconstruct their routes or 
making coaches change their stra- 
tegy? 
"Look, the only way I can do good 
comes after the team has done well. 
Maybe I'll get doubled teamed some 
this year but then that creates a mo- 
ment for another player to step in 
and do the job," he said optimisti- 
cally. 
The team is always a common 
word in the Hall vocabulary. He's a 
player who isn't a showboat and an 
athlete that performs whether his 
name is in ink or lights. A player 
concerned about his team and com- 
panions. "You know it makes a 
world of difference when you respect 
the guys you're playing with and 
they respect you." 
Sounds funny that a player can 
still function without being the cen- 
ter of attention. Yes, it's quite possible 
especially if your name happens to 
be Tom Hall. 
So the next time you hear that 
name associate it with the words 
dedication, team player and winner. 
Then it won't leave you scratching 
your head. 
it's the 
real thing 
1 
Enjoy 
^
>
" 
Ifs the 
real thing 
Coke. 
Trade-mark® 
„ Enjoy 
em 
Trade-mark ® 
o<«m 
70-12 
it's the 
real thing 
Enjoy 
COCA-COLA  BOTTLING CO. 
OF OHIO, TOLEDO, O. 
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UNIVERSITY 
PONTIAC 
N.   Dixie  Highway 
Bowling Green, O. 
Home Of The 
"Wide-Tracks" . . . 
• VENTURA 
• FIREBIRD 
• LEMANS 
• GRAND AM 
• CATALINA 
• BONNEVILLE 
• GRAND VILLE 
• GRAND PRIX 
For The "Economy" 
Sports Minded it's The 
SUBARU 
• FRONT ENGINE 
• FRONT WHEEL DRIVE 
• UP TO 30 M.P.G. 
• PRICED ATTRACTIVELY 
HOURS: 
Mon.  and Thurs. till 9 p.m. 
Tues., Wed.  and  Fri. till  6  p.m. 
Sat. till 3 p.m. 
1973 BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL ROSTER 
No.   Name Pos. 
60 Gary Anderson  SC 
15 Joe Babies**   QB 
49 Vic Bakunoff  FB 
68 Doug Becherucci .... DE 
42    Tony Bell**   S 
8    John Boles  SE 
16 Mike Booth   QB 
37 Dave Brown  MG 
40    Bill Centa**  MG 
46    Kevin Clayton  LB 
66    Mark Conklin    QT 
71 Corey Cunningham .. DT 
32 Greg Davidson   SS 
48 Don-Dillingham *   .. FB 
33 Dave Dudley  SE 
14    Bill Eyssen  QB 
38 Alex Femenia    S 
89    Tom Fisher**  DE 
69 Dave Florea  DT 
21 Jesse Greathouse*   . . SS 
57 Tom Hall**   DT 
23 Rick Hans*    CB 
79 Greg Harmon    ST 
58 Mike Harraman .... DE 
45 Jamie Henneberry . .. MG 
65    Mark Horansky  SG 
12 Sherrill Jackson  WB 
74 John Jacquot**   ST 
70 Gene Jones    ST 
64    Ed Kelley  DE 
56    Tom Krahe  DT 
28 Steve Kuehl  TB 
61 Dave Kulik  QG 
11     Reid Lamport**    QB 
18    Chuck Lindsey    SS 
86 Jim Mahony  TE 
62 Bob Martin**  QG 
77 Gary McBride**    DT 
13 Ed McCoy*    P 
50 Dave McMichael** . . QT 
85 Greg Meczka** (c) . . TE 
29 Paul Miles**   TB 
44    Gary Mixon  LB 
59 Brett Molk  C 
10    Tom Moriarty  TB 
5 Rick   Newman**    ... WB 
75 Ron Nickey  DT 
88    John Obrock  TE 
63 George Obrovac .... QT 
73    Nick Obrovac  ST 
80 Jim Otley  DT 
54 Garry Penta  QG 
43    Phi! Polak**    FB 
20    Dave Preston    TB 
78 Tim Quinn*  SG 
52 Jim Reynolds  LB 
35    Jeff Robertson  WB 
51 Joe Russell*  LB 
24 Mitch   Sherrell    S 
30 Jim Snowden  SE 
53 Tom Spann   LB 
87 Rob Stephan   TE 
55 Steve Studer*    C 
6 Don Taylor*  K 
82 Kevin Taylor**    DE 
31 Hal Thomas  SE 
26    Art Thompson  CB 
39 Todd Tramba  QG 
83 Dave Turner*  DE 
41 John Villapiano**(c) . LB 
84 Roger Wallace**  SE 
17    Mike Watson  TB 
81 Thorn Wilker  DE 
22 Myron Wilson** .... CB 
* Denotes Letters Won 
Ht. Wt. Yr. Age Hometown 
6-0 226 So. 18 Bluffton 
5-11 164 Sr. 21 Canton 
6-0 211 Jr. 19 Pleasantville, N.J. 
6-5 235 Fr. 18 Canton 
6-2 204 Sr. 21 Youngstown 
6-0 174 So. 19 Toledo 
5-11 175 Fr. 18 Dearborn, Mich. 
5-11 205 Fr. 19 Centerville 
6-0 209 Sr. 21 Cleveland 
6-1 211 So. 19 Avon Lake 
6-3 211 So. 19 Westerville 
6-0 212 So. 20 Lorain 
6-4 200 Fr. 19 Berea 
5-11 210 Sr. 21 Dayton 
5-8 170 Fr. 18 Bowling Green 
6-4 185 Fr. 18 Brunswick 
5-10 165 So. 20 Danbury, Conn. 
6-0 210 Sr. 21 Salem 
6-1 209 )r. 20 Canton 
6-0 180 Sr. 21 Cleveland 
6-1 226 Sr. 21 Carey 
5-10 177 Sr. 21 Lorain 
6-2 260 Jr. 20 Napoleon 
6-3 221 Jr. 20 New Bloomington 
5-11 206 Sr. 21 Sea Bright, N.J. 
6-0 226 So. 19 Cleveland Hts. 
5-10 175 So. 20 Wellsville 
6-1 240 Sr. 22 Toledo 
6-4 249 So. 19 East Canton 
6-2 200 Fr. 18 Lima 
6-1 211 So. 19 Chagrin Falls 
5-10 175 Fr. 18 Lima 
6-0 211 Jr. 20 Massillon 
5-11 180 Sr. 21 Newton Falls 
5-8 171 So. 20 Fremont 
6-3 212 Jr. 21 Gates Mills 
5-11 216 Sr. 21 Canton 
6-1 225 Sr. 21 Niies 
6-1 175 Sr. 21 Oberlin 
6-0 215 Sr. 21 Kettering 
6-3 219 Sr. 21 Seven Hills 
6-0 190 Sr. 21 Paulding 
5-9 190 Jr. 21 Columbus 
6-0 213 Sr. 21 Kenton 
5-11 174 So. 20 University Hts. 
6-0 190 Sr. 21 Fairview Park 
6-2 208 So. 19 Bowling Green 
6-4 210 Fr. 18 Perrysburg 
6-4 240 Fr. 19 Canton 
6-3 226 Jr. 20 Canton 
6-1 210 Fr. 20 Bowling Green 
5-9 211 Jr. 20 Long Branch, N.J. 
6-0 208 Sr. 21 Parma 
5-11 192 Fr. 18 Defiance 
6-3 240 Sr. 21 Eastlake 
5-10 211 Ir. 21 Ashland 
5-9 175 Fr. 18 Centerburg 
6-1 227 Jr. 20 Parma 
6-1 178 So. 19 Dennison 
5-11 159 Jr. 20 Granada Hills, Calif 
6-1 200 So. 19 Independence 
6-3 207 So. 19 Massillon 
6-0 223 So. 20 Massillon 
5-9 181 So. 19 North Canton 
6-3 226 Sr. 20 Lambertville, Mich. 
6-0 169 Jr. 19 Columbus 
5-9 172 So. 19 Massillon 
5-11 208 So. 19 Richfield 
6-3 203 Jr. 21 Canton 
5-11 185 Sr. 21 Oakhurst, N.J. 
5-10 178 Sr. 21 Urbana 
5-10 190 So. 19 Akron 
6-3 200 So. 19 Amherst 
6-0 195 Sr. 21 Cleveland 
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Introducing the 1974 Chevelle Malibu Classic. 
Luxury just stopped being a spectator sport. 
That's right. This is a 1974 Chevelle. The brand-new 
Malibu Classic. 
Which means that now you can do a whole lot more than look 
at luxury cars in football programs. You can participate. 
At any Chevrolet dealer's. 
All this, for the price of a Chevelle. 
Chevrolet 
Qt\evtolet Building a better way to gee ti\e U&A. 
mahe your play 
for /teak 
When the final whistle blows, call the best play 
of the day ... call for steak at Ponderosa Steak House. 
PONDEROSA 
STEAK HOUSE 
PERRY 
STADIUM 
Ponderosa features a lineup of 6 big, beautiful steak 
selections . . . and best of all, Ponderosa is right across 
East Wooster St. from Perry Stadium. 
Don't be caught off sides . . . cross the street and call 
for steak... by the number... at Ponderosa Steak House. 
\6\ T-Bone Steak Dinner I I  $2.99 
[Q Western Cut Steak Dinner I $2.29 
\2\ Family Steak Dinner I I  $i .69 
\3\ Open Face Steak Sandwich and French Fries I I $1.69 
g] Chopped Steak Dinner I I $i.69 
\5\ Chopped Steak Sandwich and French Fries I I $ .89 
All Dinners include baked Idaho potato, a tossed green salad and oven warm roll. 
Ponderosa Steak House 
BOWLING GREEN 
84 ROGER WALLACE  SE 
50 DAVE McMICHAEL QT 
61 DAVE KULIK  QG 
55 STEVE STUDER  C 
62 BOB MARTIN  SG 
74 JOHN JACQUOT  ST 
85 GREG MECZKA  TE 
11 REID LAMPORT  QB 
29 PAUL MILES  TB 
43 PHIL POLAK  FB 
31 HAL  THOMAS   WB 
^ 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
37    TED FORREST  SE 
77    DENNY D'HAENE  LT 
65     DAVE EVANS  LG 
54    STEVE TURNER    C 
64    MIKE METZGER  RG 
79    MIKE RIBECKY RT 
83     GREG COWSER TE 
10    PAUL JORGENSEN QB 
40    LARRY CATES HB 
30    JIM WHITE  FB 
35     FRANK MUMFORD  FL 
FALCON SQUAD 
5 Rick   Newman,   WB 
6 Don   Taylor,   K 
8 John    Boles,   SE 
10 Tom  Moriarty,  TB 
11 Reid  Lamport, QB 
12 Sherrill   Jackson,  WB 
13 Ed McCoy,  P 
14 Bill   Eyssen,   QB 
15 Joe  Babies,  QB 
16 Mike   Booth,  QB 
17 Mike Watson, TB 
18 Chuck Lindsey, SS 
20 Dave  Preston,  TB 
21 Jesse  Greathouse,  SS 
22 Myron    Wilson,   CB 
23 Rick   Hans,   CB 
24 Mitch  Sherrell,  S 
26 Art  Thompson,  CB 
27 Dan Saleet,  QB 
28 Steve   Kuehl,  TB 
29 Paul Miles, TB 
30 Jim Snowden, SE 
31 Hal   Thomas,   SE 
32 Greg  Davidson, S 
33 Dave Dudley, SE 
34 Don  Buynack, TB 
35 Jeff  Robertson,  WB 
36 Bill   Whidden,   LB 
37 Dave Brown, MG 
38 Alex   Femenia,  S 
39 Todd   Tramba,   QG 
40 Bill Centa, MG 
41 John  Villapiano,  LB 
42 Tony Bell, S 
43 Phil Polak, FB 
44 Gary Mixon, LB 
45 Jamie  Henneberry,  MG 
46 Kevin  Clayton,  LB 
47 Tony  Venditti,  FB 
48 Don Dillingham, FB 
49 Vic Bakunoff, FB 
50 Dave  McMichael,  QT 
51 Joe Russell, LB 
52 Jim   Reynolds,   LB 
53 Tom  Spann,  LB 
54 Garry Penta, QG 
55 Steve Studer, C 
56 Tom  Krahe,  DT 
57 Tom   Hall,   DT 
58 Mike Harraman, DE 
59 Brett Molk,  C 
60 Gary  Anderson,  SG 
61 Dave  Kulik, QG 
62 Bob  Martin,  QG 
63 George  Obrovac,  QT 
64 Ed   Kelley,  DE 
65 Mark  Horansky,   SG 
66 Mark   Conklin,   QT 
67 Tom  Steele,  LB 
68 Doug   Becherucci,  DE 
69 Dave  Florea,   DT 
70 Gene  Jones,  QT 
71 Corey  Cunningham,  DT 
72 Al   Nozak,  MG 
73 Nick  Obrovac, ST 
74 John  Jacquot,  ST 
75 Ron Nickey, DT 
76 Jim  Hall,  LB 
77 Gary McBride, DT 
78 Tim   Quinn,   SG 
79 Greg   Harmon,  ST 
80 Jim Otley, DT 
81 Thorn Wilker, DE 
82 Kevin Taylor,  DE 
83 Dave Turner,  DE 
84 Roger Wallace, SE 
85 Greg Meczka, TE 
86 Jim  Mahony,  TE 
87 Rob Stephan, TE 
88 John Obrock, TE 
89 Tom Fisher, DE 
BRONCO SQUAD 
10 Paul  Jorgensen,  QB 
11 Mike  Ayers,   DHB 
12 Dan Avery, QB 
13 Bob  Sellers,  QB 
14 Bill   Screws,   QB 
16 Mike   Canfield,   KS 
17 Mark Schnese, S-KS 
18 Bruce Bendix, KS 
19 Mike   Wood,  S 
20 Dave   Gapinski,   DHB 
21 Gary  Enstrom,  S 
22 Dan  Matthews,  HB 
23 Larry   Weinberg,   DHB 
24 Keith   Armstrong,   SE 
25 Rick Smith,  DHB 
27 Willie   Coleman,   HB 
28 Wesley Cates,  FB 
29 Mike Carter,  DHB 
30 Jim  White,  FB 
31 Mike Wheeler,  LB 
32 Joe Wade,  FB 
33 Ken   Roth,   FB 
34 George  Bennett,   LB 
35 Frank Mumford, FL 
36 Jay Mumford,  FL 
37 Ted  Forrest, SE 
40 Larry  Cates  (CC),  HB 
41 Scott   Crawford,   SE 
42 Ted   Lintjer,   S 
43 Ladd  Dawkins,  HB 
44 John  Smith, S 
46 Denny  Keck,  DHB 
47 Larry   Bartos,  SE-KS 
51   Greg   Posey,   LB 
53 Duncan  McKerracher,   LB 
54 Steve   Turner,   C 
56 Jim  Gualdoni,  LB 
59 Roger   Ulmer,   T 
60 LeRoy   Love,   G 
61 Dwight Walton, LB 
62 Chuck  Whitfield,   DE 
63 Steve  Toneff,  G 
64 Mike  Metzger,  G 
65 Dave Evans, G 
66 Dominic   Riggio  (CC),  LB 
67 Jerry Capaldi, G 
68 Jack  Reinelt,  G 
69 Mark   Dickinson,   T 
70 Jim  Credit,   T 
71 Phil  Kennedy, C 
72 Mike  Fenbert,  T 
73 Tom   Baetens,   DT 
74 Rocco Moore, DT 
75 Jim  Bollweg,  DT 
76 Mike McPhilamy, T 
77 Denny D'Haene, T 
78 Rick  Mei,  DT 
79 Mike  Ribecky,  DT 
81 Doug Seymour,  DE 
82 Tom  Gruber,  DE 
83 Greg Cowser, TE 
85 Steve  Cronkite,  TE 
87 Mark  Lundell,  DE 
88 Don  Hoekenga, FL 
89 Tom   Putt,   DE 
90 Dan Arbour, DT 
91 Wally   Novikoff,   SE 
PONDEROSA 
SCOREBOARD 
1st Qtr. 2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr. Final 
VISITORS 
FALCONS 

WESTERN MICHIGAN ROSTER 
No. Name Pos.      Ht. Wt.       Yr. Age Hometown 
10 Paul Jorgensen*   . . . . QB 6-2 175 Jr. 20 Greenville, Mich. 
11 Mike Ayers   DHB 6-1 187        Fr. 18 Chesterton, Ind. 
12 Dan Avery  QB 6-2 166        So. 19 Bloomfield Hills, Mi. 
13 Bob Sellers    QB 6-3 165        Fr. 18 Battle Creek, Mich. 
14 Bill  Screws*    QB 6-1 180        Sr. 21 Ferndale, Mich. 
16 Mike  Canfield*    KS 5-11        203        Jr. 19 Columbus 
17 Mark Schnese  S-KS 6-0 180        Fr. 18 St. Joseph, Mich. 
18 Bruce   Bendix    KS 5-10        174        Fr. 19 Kalamazoo, Mich. 
19 Mike Wood*   S 6-1 177        Sr. 21 Mt. Morris, Mich. 
20 Dave Capinski    DHB 5-10        176        Fr. 18 South Bend, Ind. 
21 Gary Enstrom    S 6-0 181 Sr. 21 Menominee,   Mich. 
22 Dan  Matthews    HB 6-1 176        So. 20 Pontiac, Mich. 
23 Larry Weinberg    DHB 5-11 182        So. 19 Southfield, Mich. 
24 Keith  Armstrong   ... SE 6-0 168        Jr. 20 Livonia, Mich. 
25 Rick Smith  DHB 6-2 197        Fr. 18 Kalamazoo, Mich. 
27 Willie Coleman  HB 5-11 180        So. 19 Hamtramck, Mich. 
28 Wesley Cates    FB 6-0 207        So. 21 Columbus 
29 Mike Carter*  DHB 6-1 184        Jr. 21 Detroit, Mich. 
30 Jim White    FB 6-2 211 So. 19 Muskegon, Mich. 
31 Mike Wheeler  LB 6-0 187        Fr. 18 Niles, Mich. 
32 Joe Wade*  FB 6-2 186        Jr. 22 Columbus 
33 Ken Roth**   FB 6-1 195 Sr. 21 Lowell, Mich. 
34 George Bennett*   ... LB 6-4 227 Sr. 22 Vandalia, Mich. 
35 Frank Mumford*   ... FL 6-1 186        Jr. 20 St. Clair Shores, Mi. 
36 Jay Mumford  FL 6-2 188 Fr. 18 St. Clair Shores, Mi. 
37 Ted Forrest*    SE 6-2 175 So. 19 Detroit, Mich. 
40 Larry Cates (cc) **   .. HB 5-11 190 Sr. 22 Columbus 
41 Scott Crawford   SE 6-0 167 Sr. 21 Detroit, Mich. 
42 Ted Lintjer  S 6-2 183 So. 20 Grand Haven, Mich. 
43 Ladd Dawkins  HB 6-1 194        Jr. 20 Ravenna, Mich. 
44 John Smith*  S 6-1 177 So. 19 Pontiac, Mich. 
46 Denny Keck*  DHB 6-0 200 Sr. 25 Chesterton, Ind. 
47 Larry Bartos  SE-KS 5-11 176 So. 19 Warren,  Mich. 
51 Greg Posey   LB 5-11 190 So. 20 Detroit, Mich. 
53 Duncan McKerracher* LB 6-2 230 So. 19 Warren, Mich. 
54 Steve Turner*    C 6-3 211 So. 19 Cincinnati 
56 Jim Gualdoni    LB 6-1 200 So. 19 Royal Oak, Mich. 
59 Roger Ulmer  T 6-3 208 Jr. 20 Crosse Pt. Shores, Mi. 
60 LeRoy Love    G 6-2 233 Fr. 19 South Bend, Ind. 
61 Dwight Walton  LB 6-4 186 So. 20 Lincoln  Hts. 
62 Chuck Whitfield  DE 6-4 240 Fr. 19 St. Clair Shores, Mi. 
63 Steve Toneff*    C 6-1 209 Sr. 22 Parma 
64 Mike Metzger  G 6-5 231 So. 19 Saginaw,   Mich. 
65 Dave Evans   G 6-3 213 So. 19 Traverse City, Mich. 
66 Dominic Riggio(cc)** LB 6-0 221 Sr. 21 Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
67 Jerry  Capaldi    G 6-3 222 Fr. 18 East Detroit, Mich. 
68 Jack Reinelt  G 6-4 209 Fr. 18 Grosse Pt. Woods, Mi. 
69 Mark Dickinson   T 6-2 226 Fr. 18 Chesterton,   Ind. 
70 Jim Credit  T 6-0 223 Jr. 20 Flint, Mich. 
71 Phil  Kennedy*    C 6-3 217 Sr. 21 Bristol, Pa. 
72 Mike  Fenbert*    T 6-3 216 So. 19 Detroit,  Mich. 
73 Tom Baetens  DT 6-4 225 So. 19 Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
74 Rocco Moore   DT 6-7 258 Fr. 18 Charlotte,   Mich. 
75 Jim  Bollweg*    DT 6-3 223 Sr. 21 Warrenville,  III. 
76 Mike McPhilamy   ... T 6-3 210 Fr. 18 Traverse City, Mich. 
77 Denny D'Haene   T 6-1 202 Sr. 21 Monroe,   Mich. 
78 Rick Mei  DT 6-4 244 Jr. 20 Detroit, Mich. 
79 Mike Ribecky   DT 6-3 227 Fr. 18 Muskegon,   Mich. 
81 Doug Seymour  DE 6-3 210 Jr. 21 Berkley, Mich. 
82 Tom Gruber*    DE 6-2 217 Sr. 21 Monroe, Mich. 
83 Greg Cowser*  TE 6-3 213 Jr. 20 Dayton 
85 Steve Cronkite*    TE 6-3 205 Sr. 22 Kalamazoo, Mich. 
87 Mark Lundell  DE 6-5 204 So. 19 Southfield, Mich. 
88 Don Hoekenga  FL 6-4 200 Jr. 21 Muskegon, Mich. 
89 Tom Putt*    DE 6-2 211 Sr. 24 South Bend, Ind. 
90 Dan Arbour*     DT 6-4 218 Sr. 21 Dexter, Mich. 
91 Wally Novikoff  SE 6-1 179 Fr. 18 Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
* Letters Won 
Beautiful Dry Cleaning 
FOR J$jF CLOTH APERIES 
345  N. Maple 
Phone 353-4494 
FREE 
DELIVERY! 
AIMGA 
COLONIAL LANES 
"YOUR   PLEASURE  - 
IS   OUR   BUSINESS" 
BOWL 
COCKTAILS 
BILLIARDS 
O OOP O O O  O O O O OOP P 
1010 N. MAIN ST.      BOWLING GREEN 
Snack Bar 
Phone: 354-6781 
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NEW LOOK FOR WMU ATHLETICS 
Athletics are on the move at 
Western Michigan University with 
the construction of a new Student 
Recreation Building and the renova- 
tion  of Waldo Stadium. 
Western Michigan will ice a varsity 
hockey team for the first time in 
1973-74 and the following year, this 
team will play its home matches in 
the new Student Recreation Building. 
This facility is an ice arena-nata- 
torium complex, which will also pro- 
vide a new home for the Bronco 
swimming team. It will contain ap- 
proximately 4,000 seats for hockey 
and 750 for swimming and diving 
competition. Besides hockey, the rink 
will be utilized for instructional skat- 
ing, a new addition to the Men's and 
Women's physical education curri- 
culums, and be open for recreational 
skating at other times. 
The Natatorium will contain a 
standard 25-yard intercollegiate 
swimming pool which will be 50 feet 
wide. An overall length of 119 feet 
provides for a separate diving well 
with moveable bulkhead. A more 
comprehensive program of swimming 
and synchronized swimming will 
therefore be available to students for 
physical education, with other periods 
set aside for recreational water 
sports. 
Plans for Waldo call for lowering 
the field six feet with the removal 
of the present running track and the 
location of a new synthetic track at 
another  site. 
Eight new rows of chair-backed 
seats will be added which will be 
sold to the general public on a 
first-come, first-serve basis. A total of 
1,300 seats will be added on each 
side of the field with the same num- 
ber on the Women's Gymnasium end 
and 1,400 on the scoreboard end. The 
total Stadium seating capacity will 
then be raised from its pre-sent 
19,200 to approximately 25,000. 
Besides the building of the new 
seats, existing wooden ones will be 
replaced by aluminum bleachers after 
the entire Stadium has been sand- 
blasted. 
The lowered playing surface will be 
covered by Astro Turf and present 
locker, equipment and training fa- 
cilities will be renovated. A new 
laundry room will also be added. The 
Astro Turf will be ideal for student 
physical education classes, intramurals 
and recreation. Long range plans 
could include the installation of 
lights, which would provide a tre- 
mendous boost to the intramural pro- 
gram. 
COACH BILL DOOLITTLE 
Western Michigan's recent rise in 
football respectability can be attri- 
buted to Head Coach Bill Doolittle, 
who took over the Bronco reins in 
1964. 
Since that time, his teams have 
won 49 games, lost 36 and tied two. 
In rugged Mid-American Conference 
play, his record stands at 23-25-2. 
Before that time, the Broncos' mark 
in MAC competition since 1947 was 
only 29-57-3. 
Twenty-nine of Doolittle's gridders 
have earned All-MAC honors while 
another 25 were second unit selec- 
tions. 
Bill's top season at the Kalamazoo 
institution was 1966, when his club 
compiled a 7-3 mark and shared the 
MAC crown (5-1). He was picked as 
MAC "Coach of the Year" by the 
league sportswriters and sports- 
casters for this achievement. 
That 7-3 showing plus identical 
marks in 1970 and 1971, a 7-3-1 
record in 1972 and a 6-2-1 slate in 
1965, represent Western's top team 
achievements since an undefeated 
season in 1941. 
WESTERN 
MICHIGAN 
Western Michigan University, 
created by the Legislature in 1903, 
ranks fourth among the State's insti- 
tutions of higher education in num- 
ber of students, diversity, complex- 
ity and level of programs. 
The history of the University has 
been one of growth: first of all, 
academic growth which inspired en- 
rollment and physical growth. 
Organized as a two-year normal 
school to educate men and women 
for the teaching profession, Western 
was first authorized to grant de- 
grees in 1918. In 1957, Western was 
granted University status and since 
has expanded its academic offerings 
to grant doctorates in six areas, the 
first of which were conferred in 
1968. Since then, a total of 105 
doctorate degrees have been earned 
at the University. In addition, 
Western grants specialist (6th year) 
degrees in seven areas and master's 
in 55 academic curriculums. 
WMU's academic organization in- 
cludes the Colleges of Applied 
Sciences, Business, Education, Gen- 
eral Studies, Arts and Sciences, 
Graduate and newly inaugurated 
Fine Arts. 
Western's President, Dr. James W. 
Miller, its leader since 1961, was 
instrumental in creating its year- 
round academic schedule of Fall and 
Winter semesters, plus Spring and 
Summer sessions. 
The two latter periods combine 
to equal one semester, making it 
possible to acquire a bachelor's de- 
gree in two years and eight months. 
Dr. Miller will retire from his cur- 
rent position on December 31,1973. 
During his tenure, WMU grew 
from 9,327 students to an enroll- 
ment of nearly 22,000. 
SKETCH   OF   WMU'S   STUDENT   RECREATION   BUILDING 
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PR.  JAMES  W.  MILLER 
President 
DR. JOSEPH T. HOY 
Athletic  Director 
BILL   DOOLITTLE 
Head   Football   Coach 
MEET THE BRONCOS 
DAN ARBOUR, DT (90) 
Dexter,   Mich. 
FRANK MUMFORD, FL (35) 
St. Clair Shores, Mich. 
BILL  SCREWS, QB (14) 
Ferndale,   Mich. 
GEORGE  BENNETT,  LB  (34) 
Vandalia,   Mich. 
TOM  PUTT,  DE  (89) 
South   Bend,  Ind. 
MIKE  WOOD,  DHB  (19) 
Mt.  Morris,  Mich. 
DENNY D'HAENE, OT (77) 
Monroe,  Mich. 
TED  FORREST,  SE (37) 
Detroit,   Mich. 
LARRY  CATES,   TB   (40),   CO-CAPTAIN,   COLUMBUS,   O. 
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BAND DAY SPEC 
Joining the Falcon Band to cele- 
brate today's home opener are more 
than 3500 high school student musi- 
cians who have come to Bowling 
Green to participate in Band Day 
activities. The 43 bands make today's 
Eighth Annual Band Day one of the 
biggest ever. 
The pre-game spectacular takes a 
great deal of planning and work by 
the bandsmen, their directors, and 
BC Band Directors Mark Kelly and 
Jon Piersol. Work begins in the 
spring, and intensifies during the 
summer. 
High school bands receive details 
on Band Day activities and make 
plans to attend before the end of 
the summer. Music must be prepared 
prior to arriving in Bowling Green. 
Plans for lunch, seating arrangements 
at the stadium, field positions, and 
parking plans have to be finalized 
long before the actual event. 
Band Day begins early for the par- 
ticipants as they must assemble at 
the Sterling Farm practice field before 
9:30 a.m. After watching the Falcon 
Band move through its final re- 
hearsal, the mass band forms on the 
field, then practices the downfield 
march with the Falcon Band. At 9:45 
the twirlers move out for special re- 
bancl 
note/ 
By Rick Brechmacher 
hearsal of their routines, and the 
mass band begins rehearsing its mu- 
sic. Since the music is prepared at 
the high schools, this session con- 
centrates on playing together and 
getting adjusted to the great con- 
ductor. 
After the morning rehearsal, the 
high schoolers have lunch before 
moving out to the stadium and tak- 
ing their positions behind the north 
and south end zones. As the Falcon 
Band steps downfield, the 3500 high 
school bandsmen join in for the pre- 
game show. 
That's entertainment. 
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EIGHTH YEAR 
PRE-GAME SHOW 
MASS BANDS 
Forward Falcons 
This  Is My Country 
Sweet Caroline 
Discover Music 
1812 Overture 
BGSU Alma Mater 
The Star Spangled Banner 
JAMES FUDALE 
GUEST CONDUCTOR 
BEREA HIGH SCHOOL 
James Fudale, one of the very ac- 
tive "band men" in the Cleveland 
area is the guest conductor for to- 
day's  Bowling  Green   Band   Day. 
Mr. Fudale is currently a unit co- 
ordinator in the band program at 
Berea High School. He formerly was 
head band director at Midpark High 
School in Middleburg Heights where 
his bands received superior rating in 
the Ohio Music Education Associa- 
tion band competitions each of the 
last five years. In 1972 the Midpark 
band was named the "Ohio Band Of 
The Year" by a Kent State Univer- 
sity  selection  committee. 
Mr. Fudale received both a bache- 
lor of science degree and masters of 
music education degree from Kent 
State University. 
HALFTIME SHOW 
FALCON 
MARCHING BAND 
Formation/Music 
jet/Fly United 
Star/Theme from "The Man 
Boat/Volga Boatman 
Special/Baby Elephant Walk 
Drill/California Soul 
BAND DAY 73 — 3,500 MUSICIANS 
The following Ohio high school bands will be participating in 
the 1973 Band Day activities: Bedford, Bowling Green, Cardinal 
Stritch, Centerburg, Chalker, Clay, Clyde, Crestview, Columbus Grove, 
Delphos Jefferson, Delphos St. John's, Eastwood, Elmwood, Fostoria 
St. Wendelin, Genoa, Gorham Fayette, Holgate, Lake, Marion Pleasant, 
Maumee, Midview, Monroeville, Mohawk, National Trail, North Balti- 
more, North Royalton, North Union, Ohio City-Liberty, Pandora- 
Gilboa, Patrick Henry, Paulding, Perrysburg, South Amherst, Streets- 
boro, Tiffin Calvert, Toronto, Upper Scioto Valley, Van Wert, Waynes- 
dale, Western Reserve, Westerville, Woodmore. 
PSYCHOLCN [SEARCH THE MIND 
Research is a key word in Bowling 
Green State University's psychology 
department, one of the largest de- 
partments in the University. 
During 1972-73, department mem- 
bers were conducting research into 
such varying topics as the develop- 
ment of social motivation, determin- 
ing which side of the brain organizes 
spoken language, development of 
work values in minority group mem- 
bers, and the human memory. 
While maintaining an active role 
in psychology research, the 35 facul- 
ty members in the department also 
are deeply involved in teaching. 
More than 100 courses are offered. 
Psychology majors include approxi- 
mately 350 undergraduate students, 
80 master's candidates and 40 doc- 
toral candidates. The department also 
has more than 70 research and teach- 
ing assistants. 
A quick look at some of the re- 
search projects that have been con- 
ducted by psychology faculty mem- 
bers since 1971 reveals a great variety 
of areas being explored in the three- 
year old  Psychology Building. 
the ., 
univer/ity 
By Kathy Lewton 
Dr. Irwin W. Silverman, associate 
professor, conducted an 18-month re- 
search study of youngsters in early 
elementary school grades, to test his 
belief that these youngsters can help 
each other learn to rationally solve 
simple problems related to the equal- 
ity of space and quantity. 
An example of this type of problem 
would be to show a child two identi- 
cal glasses of water, and then to pour 
the water from one of the glasses in- 
to a beaker of a different size. The 
child is then asked if there is the 
same amount of water in the glass 
and  in the beaker. 
Dr. Silverman also paired students 
with high ability with students whose 
ability had not developed enough to 
solve the problem, and then asked 
the children to discuss the problem 
and come up with an answer. His 
research project, which was tested in 
Tho laboratory is as important as the classroom in the University's Psychology Building. Students 
and faculty spend hours in laboratories, testing theories and performing experiments to aid 
them in their search for information about behavior. 
the Toledo school system, was fi- 
nanced by the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare. 
HEW is also funding a current re- 
search study into the effect of sibling 
position on personality development, 
sex role identification and fertility 
rates, being conducted by Dr. Ben- 
jamin C. Rosenberg, professor. 
The human memory is a continu- 
ing research subject of Dr. Donald 
V. DeRosa, associate professor. The 
National Science Foundation has 
funded his research since 1970, 
awarding more than $50,000 in sup- 
port. 
Dr. DeRosa has tested the mem- 
ories of normal adults by seeing how 
well they remember letters of the al- 
phabet, numerical digits, and names. 
The General Electric Foundation 
financed a four-year study of the de- 
velopment of conventional work 
values in minority group members, 
conducted by Dr. Patricia C. Smith, 
professor. 
As Dr. Smith explained it, most 
persons assume that "work is a good 
thing," that society benefits from 
work and that "you can get ahead if 
you work." In her research, Dr. Smith 
maintained that not all of society 
shares these values and that these 
assumptions are not necessarily true. 
Dr. Walter F. McKeever, associate 
professor, has conducted research in- 
to determining which side of the 
brain    organizes    spoken    language. 
Formerly, the only way to determine 
the center of language in an indivi- 
dual was through brain surgery, but 
Dr. McKeever used behaviorial tests 
to see if the left hemisphere of the 
brain was the language center. 
More than $77,000 was awarded by 
the Public Health Service to Dr. John 
P. Scott, director of the University's 
Center for Research on Social Be- 
havior and Regents professor, for con- 
tinuing study into the development 
of social motivation. 
He is working with purebred dogs 
in attempting to study how much a 
newborn animal can remember, and 
to determine how a puppy can be 
induced to form an attachment most 
rapidly. 
These results have implications for 
the development of social relation- 
ships in human infants, particularly 
in adoption procedures, and in 
managing children when they are 
temporarily separated from their pa- 
rents. 
As with all research conducted by 
Bowling Green's psychology depart- 
ment, this project can ultimately af- 
fect many persons. The research pro- 
jects are an important training 
method for students and also bene- 
fit persons far beyond the University 
boundaries. 
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■ 
THE COACHING PROFESSION: ■■■■■■ 
PAT HALEY 
By Craig  Ullery 
As long as they play by his rules, Pat Haley will never 
refuse a player who challenges him to a game of one-on- 
one. 
According to the regulations set down by the head 
basketball coach at Bowling Green the game will not end 
at 21. For that matter, it is to be played without a ball, 
a basket or a scoreboard. 
More importantly, though, everyone concerned 
emerges a winner. 
Pat Haley's idea of one-on-one basketball coaching 
has its unique aspects, indeed. And the Falcon mentor 
plans on using this trend of thought to attain an equally 
unique goal which extends beyond merely the rebuilding 
of Bowling Green  basketball  fortunes. 
"I've got to be a million different things to my players," 
explains the personable Haley. "It's my job to analyze 
each one of them and be to that kid what he needs 
most." 
Thus, in an average day "at the office," Haley assumes 
such roles as a friend, boss, teacher, father, problem 
solver and guidance counselor to name a few. 
"I make it a point to make myself accessible so my 
players can talk to me," Haley adds. "Let's face it, we 
don't get kids out of a test tube. So as a coach, I try to 
be something different to each one while attaining the 
same goal; making him a good person and a good 
player." 
Haley didn't immediately specify in what order the 
terms good person and good player should be placed. 
That unique goal of his, however, leads one to believe 
the person, not the player, comes first in Haley's eyes. 
"First of all," Haley maintains, "I want to make sure 
that every kid I recruit graduates. That's my number one 
goal as a coach. 
"Winning comes in second." 
Hence, Bowling Green and Pat Haley are tailor-made 
for one another. 
"In my eyes, Bowling Green is where I want to coach 
because it's not a basketball factory," Haley claims. 
"It's a college. I'll never coach at a place where basket- 
ball is considered to be a god and education is secondary. 
That's not what it's all about." 
"I stress the word 'we' around here," Haley says. 
"When BG wins a ball game, we all have a part in it. 
Likewise when  we  lose. 
"It's not a coaching victory, but a Bowling Green 
victory." 
PAT HALEY BRUCE  BELLARD 
BRUCE BELLARD 
By Craig Ullery 
In his own estimation, Bruce Bellard was obligated. 
"All kids have a need for being wanted; a need for a 
feeling of belonging," maintains Bellard, Bowling Green 
State University's head wrestling coach for the last 20 
years. "If I don't give them that chance, I'm wrong." 
Without a doubt, actions speak louder than words for 
Bellard, the dean of Mid-American Conference wrestling 
coaches, who was referring to an incident that took 
place one week prior to the Falcons' final dual meet last 
season. It was then that Bellard issued equipment to an 
unknown freshman who simply asked if he could join 
the team. 
"Anyone can see immediately that I've been pretty 
successful in the won-loss column," notes Bellard, who 
last year watched BG record its 19th consecutive non- 
losing campaign. "But I hope that's not the only way 
we   measure   success   in   athletics. 
"For example," he adds, "I've never cut a kid from the 
squad in my life. Along with providing as good and 
safe a program as possible, I want to give every boy an 
opportunity to participate in wrestling if he so desires. 
"Sure, I've got kids on my roster now that have virtually 
no chance at all of being on any other team in the coun- 
try. Someday, though, they may be wrestling coaches 
and by allowing them to be on the squad, I'm helping 
along their learning process." 
Probably the most touching illustration of Bellard's 
heart-warming philosophy has to do with senior Steve 
Hardy from Toledo. A member of the wrestling team his 
first two years, Hardy suffered severe burns when elec- 
trocuted in a construction accident the summer prior to 
his junior campaign. 
After missing a year of school, Bellard welcomed Hardy 
back the following fall by awarding him with a partial 
scholarship to help ease the financial burden. But after 
alternating with heavyweight Tom Hall his junior cam- 
paign, Hardy's knees simply couldn't take the strain last 
year and  he was forced out of competition. 
Bellard, however, still welcomed Hardy's assistance at 
practice and at meets, and the two have become closest 
of friends. 
"Coach Bellard is something else," says Hardy. "He 
bent over backwards to help me and I can't thank him 
enough." 
Bellard's coaching philosophy stems from an incident 
in high school which the Falcon mentor today looks 
upon as the "most unfair situation I've ever seen." 
It seems as though his basketball coach wanted to 
keep only two of six marginal players, one of them being 
Bellard, but he didn't know which two to keep. 
"He gave us all a ball," Bellard recalls. "Then he 
lined us up at the top of the key and made us have a 
shoot off. I was one of those who lost. 
"What really irked me, though, was that I was used 
to seeing kids permitted on teams even though they 
never got to play," he continued. "And even though 
they weren't playing, I could see that they were getting 
something out of the game by just being part of the 
team." 
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MANY MEANS TO MANY ENDS    *   *    * 
MICKEY COCHRANE 
By Dave Woolford 
Toledo   Blade   Sports  Writer 
Coaching lacrosse and soccer at Bowling Green "by 
the  book"  doesn't fit Mickey  Cochrane. 
But the little fellow with the butch haircut, who some- 
times wears World War II combat glasses and drives a 
1937 Chevrolet, can finesse a round peg into a square 
hole on occasion. 
Cochrane has his own set of standards and his own 
philosophies concerning coaching in general. Some of 
his concepts are comical, some serious, and some 
whimsical, but all have proved to be successful. 
"There's not a guy who has played for Mickey who 
doesn't respect him and I would stake my life on that," 
says Jim Plaunt, Cochrane's first captain. "With him it's 
not only lacrosse, it's a way of learning about life. 
Playing for him is more of a learning experience. He 
takes winning as a by-product of teaching kids. The 
kids who play for him call it Mickeyism. They say it's 
the American Flag, apple pie and Mickey Cochrane." 
"I credit our success to the kids we've got, not to the 
coaching," Cochrane says. "I'm basically a teacher and a 
recruiter, not a coach. Our practices are not sterotyped 
and I try to get across enjoyment of the game. I think 
it's the coming thing in athletics because kids are 
beginning to rebel against discipline and the multiple- 
hour thing." 
Besides being a coach ... ah, make that teacher . . . 
Cochrane is a promoter who sells lacrosse and soccer 
with  gimmicks,  gadgets and  gusto. 
A chartreuse bumper sticker on the back of the car 
says "Play Lacrosse, Fastest Came On Foot." His office 
looks more like an overstocked warehouse getting ready 
for a pre-fire sale. A brown satchel with a large badge 
pinned to it says, "Play Lacrosse And The Girls Will Love 
You." His office walls are papered with clippings, posters, 
pictures and anything else that will hang. 
"Mickey keeps people off balance. At lacrosse prac- 
tice we might be kicking a soccer ball instead of using 
a lacrosse stick. We have our own Olympics each year 
and divide into teams. We do such things as see who 
can throw a lacrosse ball the farthest," says a player. 
At Bowling Green they call it Mickeyism. 
MICKEY  COCHRANE MEL  BRODT 
MEL BRODT 
By  Craig   Ullery 
Five years ago, Mel Brodt recruited a runner from 
Canton Lincoln High School who knew nothing about 
race tactics or a training program. 
Brodt, head track and cross country coach at Bowling 
Green State University since 1960, saw a challenge in 
this rangy 18-year-old, however, and promptly offered 
him a letter-of-intent to sign. 
The signature read "Dave Wottle" and the rest is 
history. 
Today, the Olympic 800 meter Gold Medal winner 
recognizes Brodt for making him the famous sports 
figure  he  is. 
"After four long years of work and education under 
coach Brodt, I am the runner I am today because of 
what he has done for me," claims Wottle. "He has been 
a constant booster to me . . . and I will never hesitate 
to give him the credit he really deserves." 
One of the leading U.S. authorities in track and 
cross country, Brodt was named 1972 Indoor Track 
Coach of the Year by the United States Track Coaches 
Association (USTCA). Extensively involved with national 
track programs, he is secretary of the United States 
Cross Country Association and president of the USTCA. 
Thus, the following interview: 
Q. Is there really as big a problem within our track 
and field administration as the public is being led to 
believe? 
A. Oh, definitely there's a problem in this area, but 
it basically lies within the United States Olympic Com- 
mittee. Track and field organizations have very little 
power to administer and control activities within the 
Olympic Committee and this is the real  issue at hand. 
Q. It has been noted that Wottle never really saw 
eye-to-eye with Bowerman. Is there a lack of com- 
petence among U.S. cpaches in relation to the way 
they  handle their athletes? 
A. I don't feel one can accurately say there is a lack 
of competence among our Olympic coaches although I 
do believe we definitely need a set of guidelines for 
our coaches and athletes. 
We want to establish a policy and procedure manual 
so that no matter who the coaches are, they will be 
provided with a general set of guidelines which would 
include a certain amount of necessary discipline. 
Q. Why do you specifically mention discipline as 
necessary? 
A. From what I observed in the Olympic Village, 
there was an obvious lack of security. I'm not so sure 
there is any way to control security, so it's up to the 
individual to let his conscience be his guide. Naturally, 
when you get that large a group of athletes together, 
you're going to have some mischievous ones. 
Q. Will professionalism be benefited or detrimental 
to United States track and field? 
A. I think it would have to be looked upon as 
beneficial from the standpoint of the amateur athlete. 
A big problem facing the college track or field star 
is what to do following graduation. This sport has seen 
many top performers like Seagren and Matson who 
deserve   rewards   for   their   achievements   as   amateurs. 
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL "PLAYS IT AGAIN" SUNDAY 
GRAYLE   HOWLETT 
NCAA Promotion Director 
As it is popularly conceived, the in- 
stant replay is a split-screened, iso- 
lated, slo-mo, stop-action piece of 
art which lets you see the play you 
didn't see a few seconds earlier. 
But popular conceptions are far 
too confining. An instant replay — 
in every sense of the term — takes 
place every Sunday morning on most 
ABC stations. It even has a name — 
ABC College Football Highlights 
Show. 
Putting the Sunday morning high- 
lights show together is a game in 
itself; and when you consider that 
the "working day" in Chicago for 
the show is 11 p.m. Saturday until 
11 a.m. Sunday, you can bet it's the 
only game in town. 
For at least three members of the 
Highlights Show team, it's an away 
game. Dick Snider, director of NCAA 
Films and executive producer of the 
show, checks into Chicago Saturday 
night from his home in Wichita, Kan. 
Kemper Peacock, the producer-di- 
rector, journeys from New York; and 
Bill Flemming, the host, comes from 
his assignment on ABC's college foot- 
ball telecast of the week. 
"The most important thing about 
the show," Snider states, "is getting 
the film into Chicago. When I get 
there Saturday night, I contact the 
cameramen and find out what fights 
the film's going to be on. Then I 
make sure that our messengers—who 
race to O'Hare and Midway airports 
on motorcycles—get out there and 
get the film. 
"Kemper Peacock has been all 
over the world and has to be one of 
the best in the business, Bill Flem- 
ming has covered every major sport- 
ing event in the world, and I've been 
around a little, too; but we all are 
helpless if one of those guys in a 
helmet and leather jacket can't get 
his bike started." 
In the five years the show has been 
on the air, only one shipment of 
film has been lost in transit. "I know 
the plane schedules into Chicago 
better than the airlines," says Snider, 
"but sometimes things go wrong. We 
had an important game coming in 
from the South on Piedmont Air- 
lines. It arrived on time, but the 
messenger didn't, and Piedmont 
closed down its baggage counter. We 
had to call Piedmont's home office, 
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get the manager's name in Chicago, 
get him out of bed and down to 
O'Hare." 
Each cameraman provides a play- 
by-play account of the game with the 
film. It's up to Peacock to edit the 
footage into an exciting, five-minute 
piece. 
"At 4:30 a.m. we transfer the ma- _ 
terial from film to video-tape and 
have our first run through. Bill Flem- 
ming arrives on the scene between 
5:30 and 6 a.m.; and we must have 
the show completed by 10 a.m. We 
have roughly three hours to get 
everything right. We have the edited 
film and any other features that I 
might have worked on in New York 
that we have to get into the show. 
But, Bill's got to get his narration 
in; and we have late scores to in- 
clude. You know, it just might be 
impossible." 
WLS, the ABC affiliate in Chicago, 
has to have the show by 10 a.m. to 
insure at least one run through. But, 
the station has been persuaded to 
take the show later. 
"Our record is 10:57," Peacock 
admitted. "WLS had 'Water Skiing 
from Cypress Garden' all racked up, 
ready to run. But, we made it. We've 
made every show." 
The "interior linemen' of the show 
are the writers. Jeff Elliott, who 
doubles as the assistant director of 
the Big Ten Service Bureau, and Kay 
Schultz, Chicago journalist, spend 
their time looking over shoulders and 
getting people out of bed. 
"I just try to compile as much in- 
formation as possible," Elliott ex- 
plains, "and when you work through 
the night, that means disturbing some 
people." 
Flemming is the man up front. 
According to Snider, "He is super. 
He's one of the few sportscasters who 
could do this show. He knows the 
game, and you can't shake him up." 
Flemming smiled at this comment 
and said, "They do call me 'one-shot 
Flemming.' Let's face it, that's my 
strength.   I  can  get the thing done 
in one take. And fifty per cent of the 
time, that's all we have time for." 
Upon arrival in Chicago, Flemming 
reads the first edition of the Tribune 
to get a bead on some of the games. 
Preparation is his hallmark. He com- 
piles information throughout the 
week on the games which will prob- 
ably be used then adlibs this infor- 
mation during the taping of the 
show. 
After getting a wake-up call at 
4:30 a.m., Flemming heads over to 
begin the taping. He gets the script 
outline then the cameras roll. Often 
the narration is material Flemming is 
seeing for the first time. 
"I think this is an advantage," he 
says. "I put everything into the 
present tense. It's like I'm announc- 
ing the game for the first time. To 
us, the game isn't in the past." 
Flemming is a perfectionist. "With 
Bill you have to be prepared," says 
Elliott. "If he sees a name he's never 
seen before, he wants to know how to 
pronounce it. His standard line is 
'Are you sure?' I'd hate to tell you 
how many times we've run to a 
phone at 6 a.m. to check out a pro- 
nounciation, a statistic, a record or 
even a home town." 
Peacock rolls the cameras at 6 a.m., 
and Flemming begins reading. If he 
makes a mistake, the film is still 
rolled because the important item is 
to get all the film onto video-tape. 
After that is accomplished, then the 
backtracking is done. When Flem- 
ming is happy with the script and is 
sure that everything is correct, he 
proceeds in his one-shot fashion. 
The result is an exciting football 
show, which provides information— 
an entertaining news show. 
"The show is good," Flemming 
claims, "and I can tell you why. We 
have a great team, and we all 'dig' 
college football." 
The 12-hour period which spawns 
the Sunday Morning College Foot- 
ball Highlights Show is summed up 
by Flemming: "Physically exhaust- 
ing." 
GOOD    LUCK    FALCONS! 
SAVINGS BANK 
COMPANY 
SINCE 1899 
"We're not the Largest Bank, but our Customers 
Think We're THE BEST" 
CYGNET, OHIO 43413 
PHONE 419 655-2311 
Offices Now Open In: 
BOWLING GREEN CYGNET WAYNE 
— Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
BOWLING GREEN 
MOTOR SALES CO 
North Dixie Highway   •   Phone  353-7691 
HOME OF 
GLEN COALE 
General  Manager 
QUALITY CARS-QUALITY SERVICE 
Lincoln-Mercury • American Motors 
Capri 
"Small Enough To Know You— 
Large Enough To Serve You" 
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STADIUM V-U 
RESTAURANT 
Directly Across from the Stadium 
Open 24 hrs. 
Sandwiches - Dinners 
"Now serving a buffet breakfast/' 
AND 
A 
LOT 
OF  BEER 
All yours at very 
Reasonable Prices! 
>a"»-\-i«» kaaaa? 
VmittiJjmei 
24  LANES 
''■'iillllillPWW 
SNACK BAR 
RESTAURANT 
BILLIARD ROOM 
MEETING ROOMS 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
PUTT-PUTT GOLF COURSE 
1033 S. MAIN BOWLING GREEN 
Titus Realty 
Is in  Business 
To  help  you 
Understand the 
Selling & Buying of 
Real Estate.   Don't 
Err when  making 
All  important decisions. 
Let an expert show you 
The way that best fits 
Your needs.   See TITUS. 
Nadine Carr 352-0603 
Carlene Creps 354-5692 
Elmer Bachman 354-6742 
TITUS REALTY 
141   E. Court St. 
B.G.O. Phone   352-6565 
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DO YOU WANT PERFORMANCE? 
. . . then your best move is to . . . 
AL SMITH 
CHRYSLER- PLYMOUTH, INC. 
921  N. MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN PHONE 352-5151 
NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT SHINES BRIGHTLY ON FALCONS 
Thanks to a golf cap and a front 
yard goal post, Bowling Green State 
University reached a new level of 
national athletic achievement in 1972- 
73 as millions of people suddenly 
realized that Bowling Green, Ohio, 
and Bowling Green, Kentucky are two 
different spots on the map. 
Not since the days of being a 
college-division football power and 
the Harold Anderson era of basketball 
in the 1950's and 1960's has Bowling 
Green been in the national spotlight 
as much as the Falcons were during 
the 1972-73 athletic seasons. 
It started with a golf cap which 
went along for the ride when Dave 
Wottle shocked the track world by 
first setting a world record at the 
Olympic Trials and then capturing 
the gold medal in the 800 meters at 
Munich. 
The story continued two weeks 
later in September when freshman 
Don Taylor climaxed a superlative 
team effort in football by kicking a 
27-yard field goal to upset Purdue, 
17-14, for what stands as the greatest 
win in Bowling Green grid history. 
It was a regulation goal post in 
Taylor's front yard in North Canton 
that got Coach Don Nehlen in- 
terested even though Taylor had 
missed all five of his field goal at- 
tempts as a high school senior. 
Purdue was not the only Big Ten 
team that fell before the Falcons as 
BG defeated nine Big Ten opponents 
in 12 contests during the year. 
Of course there were other high- 
lights. 
Football saw a junior-dominated 
team finish second for the second 
straight year in the Mid-American 
Conference and post wins for the 
third time in the last four years over 
rivals Miami and Ohio University. 
Even more satisfying was the 19-7 
win over arch-rival Toledo. 
The soccer team enjoyed its best- 
ever season (7-2-3) as the booters 
turned into Scrooges by handing out 
a miserly five goals in their final 
eight games. Fullback Dave Dymin- 
ski became BG's first All-America in 
soccer and the Falcons were invited 
to their first national tournament 
where they lost a 2-0 decision to 
NCAA champion St. Louis. 
Paced by All-America Craig Mac- 
donald's 12th place finish, the power- 
ful cross country team placed among 
the top ten teams in the nation for 
the fourth straight year by finishing 
sixth. BG also won the Notre Dame 
Invitational for the third and the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Conference for the 
second year in a row. 
Basketball showed signs of becom- 
ing a national power again as Coach 
Pat Haley took the Falcons to second 
place in the MAC with three sopho- 
mores in the starting lineup. One of 
them was 6-8 Cornelius Cash who 
rattled the boards for over 15 re- 
bounds a game to rank as the lead- 
ing forward rebounder in the nation. 
The hockey team continued on its 
pattern of winning a championship 
every year as the icers captured the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion post-season tournament. In an 
up-and-down year, the puckmen were 
up for wins over Notre Dame, New 
Hampshire, Providence and RPI. 
Both the swimming and wrestling 
squad enjoyed winning campaigns 
with the grapplers gaining their 19th 
straight non-losing season under 
Coach Bruce Bellard and the tankers 
recorded their best season in five 
years as sprinter Joe Klebowski went 
undefeated and captured the MAC 
50-yard freestyle. 
Indoor track was Wottle country 
as he won the NCAA indoor mile 
championship to become a six-time 
All-America. 
The spring season produced BG's 
only Mid-American Conference title 
of the year as the golf team annexed 
its second straight crown with two 
freshmen, two sophomores and a 
junior in the lineup. The same quintet 
then led BG to 23rd place in the 
NCAA  Championships. 
Senior Tom Lightvoet capped a 
sensational tennis career by winning 
the coveted first singles champion- 
ship in the MAC and followed it up 
by scoring a first-round victory in the 
NCAA tournament. His effort markec 
only the second time in history that 
the Falcons had scored in national 
play. 
For the second straight year, the 
powerful lacrosse team reached the 
quarterfinals of the USILA national 
tournament thanks to an upset win at 
Denison which broke a long home- 
field winning streak. Bob Decker and 
Mike Wilcox were Little All-America 
choices. 
Baseball got caught in a Miami 
whirlwind which swept a three-game 
set and spun the Falcons into fourth 
place in the MAC after winning the 
title in 1972. All-league shortstop 
Gary Haas batted a rousing .397 in 
league play to highlight the 19-20-1 
year. 
In his final season, Wottle key- 
noted the outdoor track campaign as 
he won the 880 and mile run for the 
third time in the MAC and success- 
fully defended his NCAA mile title. 
BG's Senior Athlete Of The Year also 
anchored the four-mile relay team 
which won titles and set records at 
the Kentucky, Kansas and Drake Re- 
lays in addition to setting an Ameri- 
can record of 16:19.6 for the event. 
Only a runner-up finish to Miami in 
the MAC all-sports race kept the year 
from being even more outstanding. 
Perhaps the 1973-74 campaign can 
correct that minor problem. 
PURDUE VISITORS 
QTRH 
HOOWN 
.;;TiM!    OUTS    LIR-S 
STO GO RRUONIH! 
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NEWLOVE 
REALTY 
the number 
to call for 
REAL ESTATE 
ACTION 
TODAY! 
352-5161 
328 S. MAIN 
BOWLING  GREEN 
CONVENIENT   FREE   PARKING 
AT THE REAR OF OUR BUILDING 
BOWLING 
GREEN'S 
FAMILY COMMUNITY 
Big City Conveniences in a 
Quiet Peaceful Atmosphere 
Security Doors 
Central Air Conditioning 
• Party House Available 
• Patios • Playground • Pool 
ONE, TWO, OR THREE-BEDROOM SUITES 
view 
apartments 
624 Clough 
Ay 
Ph. 352-5088 
H & L 
DEVELOPMENT CO. 
IGG Lee VMrife 
The finest food,service and atmosphere1. 
* CHOICE WINES 
* SELECT SEAFOOD 
* AGED STEAKS 
WE ARE OPEN  FOR LUNCHEON! 
ENTERTAINMENT 
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY 
10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. 
TANKARDS OF DRINKS! 
945 South Main Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-0875 
Rojek's 
D C RANCH 
BALLROOM 
RENTAL  HALL 
Complete 
Catering Service For: 
PARTIES 
WEDDINGS 
LODGE MEETINGS 
BOWLING BANQUETS   - 
All Social  Gatherings 
& Funerals 
U. S. 25, So. Perrysburg, Ohio 
Phone:   244-8696 
Excellent Acoustics, 
Maple Floor 
FREE   PARKING 
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HAPPINESS PREDICTED FOR WINTER WINNERS 
BASKETBALL 
Things will really be looking up for 
Bowling Green's basketball team in 
1973-74. The skyward look starts with 
a potential starting front line averag- 
ing 6-10 and ends with the analysis 
that Bowling Green will be a de- 
finite contender for the Mid-American 
Conference  championship. 
Coach Pat Haley's young Falcons, 
which tied Toledo for second place 
in the league behind Miami last sea- 
son during a 13-13 campaign, will 
return four starters from that club 
headed by junior jumper Cornelius 
Cash. The 6-8 forward was all-league 
first team as a sophomore and an 
honorable mention All-America pick 
of Basketball Weekly while ranking 
eighth in the nation with a 15.2 re- 
bounding average. "June" also led 
BG in scoring with an 18-point 
average. 
The Falcons also return 6-6 Brian 
Scanlan, a second-team all-MAC pick 
at forward, 6-10 center Skip Howard 
and 6-0 floor general Jeff Montgomery. 
All four players averaged more than 
12 points a game last season. 
Haley's big front line next season 
centers around the arrival of 7-0 
Mark Cartwright, who is regarded as 
an excellent scorer. Haley is also high 
on 6-3 guard Greg Wilson. Also ex- 
pected to figure in the plans are 
guards Dick Selgo and Jack Wissman, 
a pair of deadly shooters who were 
part-time starters until shelved for the 
year with injuries. 
mmmammmmmmmmasmmmgm 
Basketball Schedule 
Nov. 27 HALL OF  FAME   EXHIBITION 
Dec. 1 MacMURRAY 
5 at Cleveland  Slate 
8 EASTERN   ILLINOIS 
T2 BALL  STATE 
21-22 at   Michigan   Invit. 
28-29 at  Tangerine  Bowl 
Jan. 5 at   Toledo 
8 at St. Joseph's Pa.            1 
12 at Miami 
16 CENTRAL   MICHIGAN 
19 KENT STATE 
23 at  Western   Michigan 
26 EASTERN  MICHIGAN 
30 at   Ohio   University 
Feb. 2 TOLEDO 
4 at Oral  Roberts 
6 CLEVELAND  STATE 
9 MIAMI 
13 at Central  Michigan 
16 at  Kent  State 
18 at  Chicago  Loyola 
20 WESTERN   MICHIGAN 
26 at  Purdue 
Mar. 2 OHIO  UNIVERSITY 
HOCKEY 
MIKE   BARTLEY 
New coach Ron Mason, a veteran 
team and another demanding sche- 
dule are the ingredients which should 
make the 1973-74 hockey season the 
most exciting in Bowling Green's 
brief five-year experience as a varsity 
team. 
Mason, who coached Lake Superior 
State to a sensational 128-47-8 record 
in seven seasons, will join 15 re- 
turning lettermen headed by senior 
captain Mike Bartley in a drive to 
keep BG's "championship" seasons 
alive as the Falcons try to improve on 
last year's 16-19 record against many 
of the top hockey powers in the na- 
tion. 
In their first four years of varsity 
play, the Falcons brought home 
titles in the Midwest Collegiate 
Hockey Association in 1970 and 1971, 
the Cleveland Cup crown in 1972, and 
the Central Collegiate Hockey Assoc- 
iation Tournament title in 1973. 
Bartley enters his fourth season as 
BG's most prolific scorer in history. 
In three seasons, the 5-9, 175-pound 
speedster from Sarnia, Ont., has 
scored 93 goals in 99 games while 
adding  74  assists  for 167  points. 
Junior Bob Dobek also boasts fire- 
power at center after notching a team- 
leading 63 points in his first year 
with BG. Sophomores John Stewart 
(20-31-51) and Rich Nagai (18-19-37), 
give the Falcons four of last year's 
leading six scorers. 
Junior Roger Archer, who seems to 
spend half his games on his knees 
blocking shots, has made All-CCHA 
first teams for the last two years. 
Ticket  Information 
Call or Write Memorial Hall Ticket 
Office,   Bowling  Green   State  Uni- 
versity, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(AC 419, 372-2762) 
Hockey   Schedule 
Nov.   2-3 GUELPH 
9-10 at SUNY-Buffalo 
16-17 at  Lake Superior 
20 at  RPI 
23-24 at   New   Hampshire 
25 at  Boston   U. 
30 McMASTER 
Dec.        1 McMASTER 
7-8 MICHIGAN  TECH 
14 MICHIGAN 
15 at   Michigan 
21-23 at   St.   Louis 
Jan.     4-5 WESTERN   ONTARIO 
11-12 OHIO STATE 
18 COLGATE 
19-20 at  Lake  Forest 
23 at   Notre   Dame 
25 NOTRE DAME 
Feb.       1 WESTERN   MICHIGAN 
2 at Western  Michigan 
8-9 at  Ohio  State 
15-16 LAKE SUPERIOR 
22-23 ST.   LOUIS 
Mar.    1-2 at Air  Force 
8-9 CCHA  at  St.   Louis 
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THE OFFICIAL SIGNALS 
Offside (Infraction 
of scrimmage or 
free kick formation) 
Illegal Procedure 
or Position 
Illegal Motion Illegal Shift Roughing the Kicker 
Non-contact Fouls 
1*H 
Illegal use of 
Hands and Arms 
Delay of Game Clipping 
Forward Pass or 
Kick Catching 
Interference 
Ineligible Receiver 
Down Field on Pass 
FALCON SPIRIT 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1973 CHEERLEADERS will be sky high for this fall's 
football season. The guys include, l-r, John Wise, Pat Ankron, Bill Wittenmyer, Jim Henger, Joel 
Bridgeman, George Resanovich and Jeff Green. The gals are Kazy Meredith, Lee Olson, Chris 
Hoffman,   Kim  Olson,   Chrissy  Mohler,   Kathie   Fisher  and  Marilyn  Smith. 
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ALMA MATER 
Alma Mater hear us, 
As we praise thy name 
Make us worthy sons and daughters 
Adding to thy fame. 
Time will treat you kindly 
Years from now you'll be 
Ever dearer in our hearts, 
Our University. 
From your halls of ivy 
To the campus scene, 
Chimes ring out with gladness 
From our dear Bowling Green. 
When all is just a mem'ry 
Of the by-gone days, 
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater 
As thy name we praise. 
COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND 
Marathon dealers know 
what's good for your car. 
That's why they recommend 
Marathon Superior All-Season 
motor oil and Marathon 
guaranteed antifreeze— 
\MARATHON/ 
Here's to our Dealers, 
Bless 'em all. 
SotOt, Side "6 
Your after the game headquarters for: 
COLD BEER, WINE AND CHAMPAGNE 
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC 
AND 
ALL YOUR 
PARTY SUPPLIES 
OPEN WEEKDAYS AND SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. - 1 1:00 P.M. 
FRI. AND SAT. 9:00 A.M. - MIDNIGHT 
Located  at Corner of S.  Main  & Napoleon  Rd. 
For the BEST 
•  Coney Hot Dogs 
•   Hamburgers 
•  Chilli 
and 
"COLD BEER" 
Open 7 - days per week 
10:00 a.m. till  1:00 a.m. 
999 S. Main Street 
Bowling  Green,  Ohio 
352-0728 
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FALL SCHEDULES 
CROSS  COUNTRY 
Sept. 15 at Toledo                  11 a.m. 
22 BALL STATE, EMU   11 a.m. 
29 INDIANA                   11 a.m. 
Oct.    6 at Ohio Quad        11 a.m. 
12 Notre Dame Invit.     2 p.m. 
20 All-Ohio — Oxford 11 a.m. 
Nov.   3 MAC—Athens          11 a.m. 
10 CCC—East Lansing 11 a.m. 
10 NCAA Dist. Four     11 a.m. 
19 NCAA—Spokane     11 a.m. 
SOCCER 
Sept. 29 at Kent                 3:30 p.m. 
Oct.    3 at Ohio Wesleyan 7:30 p.m. 
5 MIAMI                    3:30 p.m. 
10 WESTERN MICH. 3:30 p.m. 
13 at Wooster          2:00 p.m. 
20 CLEVELAND 
STATE              11:00 p.m. 
27 at Ohio State      2:00 p.m. 
30 at Michigan St.    3:00 p.m. 
Nov.   3 OHIO UNIV.        2:00 p.m. 
6 TOLEDO                3:00 p.m. 
ALL-AMERICAS KEY FALL SQUADS 
All-Americas Craig Macdonald and 
Dave Dyminski will be marked men 
this fall as Bowling Green's high- 
powered cross country and soccer 
teams try to improve on last year's 
spectacular success that included 
qualifying for NCAA championship 
events. 
After following in the footsteps of 
Sid Sink and Dave Wottle for two 
years, Macdonald cast his 5-11, 135- 
pound frame out of their shadows 
last year to place 12th in the NCAA 
meet while winning the All-Ohio and 
Central Collegiate titles. 
The Setauket, N.Y., senior won't be 
the only standout for the Falcons who 
finished among the nation's top ten 
teams for the fourth straight year 
under Coach Mel Brodt. Being called 
upon to replace four-year veterans 
Steve Danforth and Tracy Elliott are 
senior Rick Schnittker, juniors Bruce 
Vermilyea and Tom Preston and 
freshmen    Dan   McFarland   and   Joe 
STAMVM Cineiwa UZ 
STADIUM   PLAZA   SHOPPING   CENTER   Bowling Green, Ohi, 
E. Wooster St. at I-75   Opposite   B.G.S.U. Football Stadiu 
DELIGHTFULLY   AIR   CONDITIONED 
Bowling Green's Finest!!! 
• Rocking Chair,  Living  Room Seating 
• Modern  Lounges 
• Gorgeous Decor 
• Twin Concessions 
Truly The Theatre Of 
Tomorrow - A Reality Today 
Open Week  Nights  at 6:45 
Sat. & Sun. Matinees at 1:45 
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127 N. Main St. 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Air Conditioned 
For Your Comfort 
NEWLY REMODELED AND 
REDECORATED 
Open  6:45 Weeknights, 
Sat.,  Sun.  Matinees  at   1:45 
RTAGE 
ye-iiwj 
AIR CONDITIONED BY NATURE 
An Ideal Place To Spend 
A  Carefree,  Enjoyable 
Evening 
3 Mi. South of B.G. on U.S. 25 
Meringolo. Depth will come from a 
43-man roster attracted to campus by 
a 33-4 record and nine major team 
championships in the last four years. 
Belonging in the same spotlight 
with cross country will be the veteran 
soccer team of Coach Mickey Coch- 
rane which returns 10 starters from 
its best team in history (7-2-3). 
Dyminski, the tall man on the team 
at 6-3, became BG's first All-America 
selection in soccer as the competitive 
center fullback sparked a tenacious 
defense which gave up only five goals 
in the final eight games. Two of the 
tallies were posted by NCAA champ 
St. Louis in the first round of the 
playoffs. 
Other standouts include career 
goal-scoring leader Warren Heede, 
quick-footed Rich Cotton, fullback 
Paul Wayne and goalie Gary Pal- 
misano. But soccer is a team game 
and that's where the Falcons really 
stand out and get the job done. 
META 
MORPHO 
SIS 
downtown 
bowling green 
Now Two 
FLOORS 
posters - candles 
waterbeds 
custom leather 
FRYE boots 
"get high 
for the season" 
jeans & tops 
UPSTAIRZ 
Dairy Queen 
• Sandwiches 
• Hamburgers 
• Footlongs 
• Hot Soup 
• 4 Soft-Serve 
Flavors of D.Q. 
Open Till Midnight 
Seven  Days Per Week! 
434 E. Wooster St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 352-8042 
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT - RENTALS 
RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL - FARMS 
APPRAISALS 
1009   NORTH  MAIN   ST. M^H 
- 353-3641 [Tl 
354-3891 ^ 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO irrftriiTrr 43402 - ASSOCIATES - 
Charles Yawberg    352-8722 
EVES.  CALL  352-6240 George E. Russell    352-5009 
CALL George A.   Rife    669-6072 
JOHN PENDLETON - REALTOR Ted Kramer   353-9635 
SHOP FOOD TOWN 
FOR REVOLUTIONARY 
LOW,  LOW PRICES! 
THE LORRAINE 
OIL COMPANY 
Distributors Of 
Sun Oil Products 
SUNOCO; 
Farm & Home — 
Wholesale & Retail 
1006  North Main  St. 
Bowling  Green, Ohio 
Phone  354-6801 
'We can be very friendly" 
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A 
HOWARD  rm JownsonS MOTOR LODGE 
1-75 at East Wooster 
—   Restaurant b Lounge   — 
After the game, all the 5th quarter 
quarterbacks re-hash the action in our 
beautiful RumKeg Lounge. 
DUBL BUBL HOUR, 4 - 8 P.M. 
BITE 'N BREW 99c 
ONCE A MONTH SPECTACULARS 
10% Room Only Discount With This Ad 
WINTER ACTION HEAVY ON ALL FRONTS 
Missing in action. 
That's the tearful and sometimes 
justifiable lament of those Bowling 
Green athletes who grapple, stroke 
and run in circles each winter season 
in their own, quiet successful way. 
But the real persons missing the 
action are those fans who don't 
find time to track down the exploits 
of the Falcon wrestling, swimming and 
indoor track teams at least once or 
twice from December through March. 
Not that it isn't a challenge. 
The wrestling team hides out in 
Anderson Arena and usually can be 
found only on Saturday afternoons 
doing their thing which has produced 
WRESTLING 
at   Buffalo   (triple)    12:00 
at Western Michigan   7:30 
at   Western   Ontario   12:00 
OHIO    UNIVERSITY    8:00 
MIAMI    2:00 
MARSHALL  7:30 
TOLEDO    2:00 
at   Central   Michigan    4:00 
EASTERN MICHIGAN, 
HILLSDALE, BALL STATE  12:00 
at   Findlay    7:30 
at Kent  7:30 
at   West   Liberty   (triple)    12:00 
MAC   CHAMPIONSHIPS 
19 consecutive non-losing seasons. 
But this winter is a bit different with 
the exciting Mid-American Confer- 
ence wrestling championships sched- 
uled for the arena on March 1-2. 
The Falcons also expect to be im- 
proved over last year's 7-4 record 
with a returning starter available at 
every position. Of interest is 190- 
pounder Dave Wolfe who needs only 
four wins to become BG's all-time 
winningest wrestler. 
After being submerged for four 
years, the swimmers surfaced last 
season for a fine 7-5 log while finish- 
ing a two-year project of breaking 
every school record in the books. The 
Dec. 1 
7 
8 
Jan. 5 
12 
17 
19 
26 
Feb. 2 
5 
9 
16 
Mar. 1-2 
1 
7 
8 
12 
16 
19 
25 
26 
2 
8 
15 
16 
23 
Mar. 7-9 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
SWIMMING 
at EMU Relays  1:00 
at   Central   Michigan    4:00 
EASTERN  MICHIGAN   1:30 
OHIO  UNIVERSITY  1:30 
at Ashland  4:00 
at Notre Dame  2:00 
at  Chicago  Loyola  7:00 
at Northern Illinois  2:00 
WESTERN MICHIGAN  1:30 
at  Kent  7:30 
KENYON     4:00 
at Miami  2:00 
OAKLAND    1:30 
MAC  at  Ken 
BGSU natatorium waters should 
churn even faster this season with a 
veteran crew headed by MAC 50- 
yard freestyle king Joe Klebowski and 
distance ace Dave Ryland from Bowl- 
ing Green. 
People are still looking for BG's 
indoor track which has spawned a 
team that finished second and 15th 
in the national championships the 
last two years. They won't find one 
since the Falcons run their entire 
schedule away from home. The won- 
dering nomads will appear at such 
exotic spots as Houston, Detroit, Kala- 
mazoo and Cleveland this winter. 
Catch them if you can. 
INDOOR TRACK 
All Meets Are Away 
Jan. 25 Central  Michigan 
26 U.  of Michigan  Relays 
Feb.    1 Michigan w/Notre Dame 
2 Cleveland  KofC 
8 EMU w/Kent, Ohio U. 
9 USTFF at Houston 
15-16 CCC at East Lansing 
22-23 Ohio State Invit. 
Mar.    2    MAC Invit. at Kalamazoo 
8-9    NCAA   at  Detroit 
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m 
GOOD LUCK TO COACH NEHLEN 
AND THE 73 FIGHTING FALCONS! 
The 
Blue 
Ribbon. 
Only the winner 
can wear it. 
SEAWAY BEVERAGE COMPANY 
3917 Imlay - Toledo, Ohio 
James G. Ayres, President 
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SPRING SPORTS FEATURE YOUTHFUL EXPERIENCE 
With an apology to Florida, the 
fountain of youth will be bubbling 
over at Bowling Green this spring 
when the baseball, golf, lacrosse, 
tennis and track teams turn the Uni- 
versity athletic fields into a five-ring 
circus. 
Baseball leads off with a trio of 
sophomore pitchers who received 
their baptism as freshmen last season. 
The threesome of righthander Kip 
Young and lefthanders Mike Hale 
and Romie Schwieterman started 16 
games and worked 90 innings. Young 
was the top winner on the staff with 
a 5-2 record. 
Coach Don Purvis can also blend 
some age and experience into his 
starting rotation with big Dan Hebel 
throwing darts along with senior Mike 
Frilling who owns a 10-5 lifetime 
record. Ace reliefer Ric Richmond al- 
so returns with a staff-leading 2.25 
earned run average. The experience 
totals out to more than 250 innings 
worked last season. 
With a veteran mound staff return- 
ing, Purvis is confident that the Fal- 
cons can be a contender for the con- 
ference title they won in 1972 IF 
the bats start to boom again after a 
so-so year and a .265 team mark. 
One big bat available belongs to 
Gary "Grandpa" Haas, the all-league 
shortstop who carries All-America 
credentials. The fountain of youth 
flowed over for the 26-year-old in- 
fielder last spring when he paced the 
team with a solid .364 batting aver- 
age from his lead-off spot. He was 
even more impressive in league 
games as he batted .397 to raise his 
lifetime conference average to .379. 
Young blood in the Bowling Green 
lacrosse camp starts with crew-cut 
coach Mickey Cochrane and ends 
with 15 returning lettermen who will 
be either sophomores or juniors next 
spring. Word also has it that BG had 
an  excellent  recruiting  year. 
"Grandpa" Gary Haas 
MAC Hurdle King Dave Fegley 
Junior Verne Zabek, a second-team 
All-Midwest selection, heads up the 
offensive show as one of the top 
assist artists in the nation. In two 
seasons, Zabek has tallied 75 assists 
in 26 games for a career record. 
When it comes to defense, BG has 
one of the best in All-America Mike 
Wilcox, a hard-hitting junior who 
would rather knock down people 
instead of run over them. Wilcox also 
can score with a wicked underhand 
delivery that has netted 15 goals in 
two years. 
With a 46-12 record over the last 
five years, the spring-football-with- 
sticks brigade will be out to gain a 
bid to the national USILA tournament 
for the third straight year. 
Kids day will really be in vogue 
when the golfers and racketmen start 
swinging although the linksmen will 
be a very strong squad from an 
experience standpoint. 
After winning its second straight 
Mid-Amercian Conference champion- 
ship and finishing 23rd among the 
nation's best teams at the NCAA 
tournament with a junior, two sopho- 
mores and two freshmen in the line- 
up, BG's veteran golf team could be 
even stronger in 1974. 
Juniors Ken Walters, third in Ohio 
amateur this summer, and Mark Mc- 
Connell, 62nd in the NCAA tourna- 
ment, are the top shotmakers for 
coach John Piper's swingers. Walters 
has finished third and second in the 
last two MAC tournaments and would 
like nothing better than to be first 
this spring. 
Sophomores Steve Mossing and 
Ron Hartoin had great "rookie" years 
as the duo tied for fifth place at the 
MAC affair and averaged just over 77 
shots a round. Senior Jim Smith, who 
putts left and plays right, will try to 
hold off a pair of excellent freshmen 
in Jim  Decker, who won the Ohio 
Juniors championship this summer, 
and Bob Belmonte, who finished 
fourth in the Michigan district ama- 
teur. 
Another "newcomer" to the BG 
golf scene will be the new nine-hole 
addition to the University golf course 
which may be the site of the first two 
rounds of the MAC tourney in May. 
Tennis faces a rebuilding year with 
MAC champion Tom Lightvoet and 
two other seniors departing. However 
Coach Bob Gill has landed some fine 
freshman talent headed by Richie 
Herbst, the 1973 Massachusetts high 
school champion. Sophomore Doug 
Dennis is the top returning netter 
after logging a 7-7 record at fourth 
singles during his first year. 
Ken Walters Doug Dennis 
Track will be Wotteless in 1974 but 
coach Mel Brodt will certainly not be 
talentless when the Falcons bid to 
regain the MAC title they lost to 
Kent State in 1973. 
Seniors Craig Macdonald and Rick 
Schnittker will be among the best 
milers in the Midwest along with 
junior Bruce Vermilyea. All have run 
under 4:05 for the event. Senior Dave 
Fegley rates as the top returning 
hurdler in the MAC although an in- 
jury cost him a chance to successfully 
defend his MAC intermediate hurdles 
crown. 
Sophomore Lewis M a c I i n , the 
school record holder in the triple 
jump, heads up a veteran crew of field 
event performers. The spirit events 
loom  as the team  question  mark. 
Verne Zabek Mike Wilcox 
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BG SINGLE-GAME DEFENSIVE RECORDS 
RUSHING 
Rushing  Attempts 
72 by Toledo, 1949 
70 by Toledo, 1954 
69  by  Miami,   1968 
Fewest   Rushing   Attempts 
21   by  L.A.  State,   1967 
23  by   Dayton,   1963 
23  by  North  Texas,   1964 
23  by   Temple,   1966 
Yards Lost 
149  by  Kent State,  1960 
109 by Ohio Wesleyan,  1952 
99  by  Youngstown,   1951 
Fewest   Yards  Lost 
0 by  Ohio  Univ.,   1960 
1 by   Marshall,   1968 
3  by  Ohio,   1963 
Net  Yards  Rushing 
409  by  Kent State,  1954 
387  by  Miami,   1950 
387  by  Ohio,   1954 
Fewest   Net  Yards  Rushing 
-32  by   Marshall,   1972 
-23  by  Dayton,   1972 
-16  by  Toledo,   1952 
PASSING 
Pass   Attempts 
63  by  L.A.  State,  1967 
47  by  Temple,   1966 
44  by  Baldwin-Wallace,   1952 
Fewest Pass Attempts 
3  by   Iowa   Teachers,   1947 
3  by  Baldwin-Wallace,    1954 
3  by  Miami,   1957 
Completions 
22  by  Fresno  State,   1961 
21   by  Tampa,   1966 
Fewest  Completions 
0  by  Baldwin-Wallace,  1954 
0  by  Ohio,   1963 
0  by  Dayton,  1965 
Passing Yards 
483  by L.A. State,   1967 
383  by San   Diego  State,   1972 
368  by Fresno State,  1961 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Total   Plays 
92  by Marshall,  1954 
89  by Miami,  1960 
88  by  Western  Michigan,   1957 
Fewest  Plays 
32  by   Iowa  Teachers,   1947 
34  by  Baldwin  Wallace,   1954 
Total Yards 
623 by Miami, 1950 
558 by Miami, 1951 
522  by  L.A.  State,   1967 
Fewest   Total   Yards 
15 by   Defiance,   1956 
16 by   Dayton,   1972 
FIRST DOWNS 
First   Downs 
27  by  Marshall,   1954 
26  by Miami,  1952 
24  by Miami,  1954 
Fewest  First   Downs 
3  by   Defiance,   1956 
3  by  Marshall,   1962 
First Downs Rushing 
21   by Miami, 1954 
21   by Marshall,  1954 
21   by  Ohio,   1954 
21   by Ohio,  1963 
First  Downs  Passing 
20 by L.A. State, 1967 
14 by San Diego, 1972 
13  by  Baldwin-Wallace,  1952 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Pass Interceptions by BG 
6 vs. Toledo,   1948 
5 vs. San  Diego,  1972 
Pass   Interception  Yardage  by  BG 
195 vs.  Toledo,   1948 
130 vs.  Miami,   1971 
79 vs. Marshall,   1968 
Fumbles 
9  by Toledo, 1954 
8  by  Morris  Harvey,   1948 
8  by  Kent State,  1951 
8  by  Youngstown,   1952 
8  by  Kent State,  1970 
Fumbles  Recovered   by  BG 
6 vs.   Kent State,   1951 
6  vs. Ohio Wesleyan,  1952 
6  vs.  Xavier,  1957 
Punts 
13  by Findlay,   1948 
12  by Utah,  1969 
11   by Central  Michigan,   1950 
Punt Yards 
569  by   Findlay,   1948 
474 by  Utah State,  1969 
454  by  Youngstown,   1951 
Kickoff  Returns 
10  by   Defiance,   1956 
10  by  Baldwin-Wallace, 1957 
Kickoff  Return  Yards 
228  by  Kent State,  1971 
199  by  Bradley,   1953 
185  by East Carolina,  1971 
THE NATION'S 
INNKEEPER* 3 
RLC.U i F'AJ.on. 
AFTER THE GAME 
TRY THE HOLIDAY INN OF PERRYSBURG 
Intersection of 1-75 and Route 20 
(10 Minutes North From The Stadium) 
Featuring: 
The Wooden Indian Restaurant 
'The Flea Market" Cocktail Lounge 
(Entertainment Nightly) 
Phone: 874-3111 
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HOOVER 
REALTY 
110 W. WOOSTER ST. 
"PREPARE FOR THE MOVER 
WHEN YOU LIST WITH HOOVER' 
REALTOR - HERB HOOVER 
H 
REALTOR' 
SALESMEN: 
Don   Flick 
Fran   Newby 
Harry  Bavis 
Ruth Hilliard 
PHONE 
352-0158    or    352-6447 
Gigolo 
Nite 
Club 
featuring: 
• Bands — 3 nites 
per week: Th.-Fri.Sat. 
• 2 for  1   nite Thurs. 
• Teas - Fri. & Sat. 
call for arrangements 
352-0740 
Stop in after the 
game for your 
favorite  refreshments 
165 N. Main - B.G. 
WOOSTER 
WINE 
SHOP 
• Domestic & Foreign 
Wines 
• Beer 
• Party Supplies 
Open Sun. - Wed. till  11  p.m. 
Thurs. - Sat. till  midnight 
425  E. Wooster St. 
352-8723 
HAM 
SELF 
BLIN 
PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICE 
LAUNDRY 
DRY 
CLEANING 
COIN-O-MATIC 1   HOUR 
COIN LAUNDRY 
"Service 
that 
OPEN  24  HOURS Satisfies" 
SOFT WATER EXPERT  CLEANING 
EQUIPMENT   TO   DO FAST 
UP TC I 9x12' RUG SHIRT  SERVICE 
353-4673 
t^jj ^- ■■■~^i 
^ppPi^ip^l 
524 E. WOOSTER - NEXT TO BGU CAMPUS 
FREE                     1                       FREE 
PARKING                                  PICK UP 
FRONT  &   REAR                        & DELIVERY 
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THE BIG PLAYS IN FALCON FOOTBALL 
Touchdown Run Kickoff Return 
85    Tony Trent vs. Toledo, 1964 93     Roger Reynolds vs. Kent, 1961 
81     Harold Furcron vs. Dayton, 1958 85    Joe Souliere vs. Temple, 1966 
80    Jerry Dianiska vs. Ohio U., 1958 
Punt Return 
Non-Scoring Run 
73    Max Minnich vs. Morris Harvey, 1948 
65    Joe Souliere vs.  Miami,  1965 
45    Don Lisbon vs. Kent, 1960 65    Joe Souliere vs. Temple, 1965 
38    Vern Wireman vs. Kent, 1969 
35    Bob Zimpfer vs. Kent, 1967 Punt 
75    Tom  Lawrence vs. Western Michigan, 1959 
Touchdown Pass 
74    Bill Bradshaw vs. Youngstown, 1952 
73    Bill Bradshaw vs. Ohio U., 1953 
80    Bob Colburn to Ron Blackledge vs. S. Illinois, 1959 
69    Bob Fearnside to Tom Hogrefe vs. Marshall, 1962 
67    Vern Wireman to Bob Zimpfer vs. N. Illinois, 1969 
Pass Interception 
90    Rodney Lash vs. Toledo, 1948 
88    Julius Livas vs. Miami, 1971 
66    Pete Schmidt vs. Findlay, 1948 
Non-Scoring Pass 
74    Vern Wireman to Bob Zimpfer vs. Utah State, 1969 
66    Vern Wireman to Fred Matthews vs. Marshall, 1968 
Field Goal 
48    Al Silva vs. Quantico Marines, 1967 
47    Heath Wingate vs. Tampa, 1966 
50    Reid Lamport to Rick Newman vs. Kent, 1971 47    Dick Wagoner vs. Temple, 1966 
GO FALCONS! 
Holiday Inn 
Of 
Bowling Green 
ilium 
THE NATIONS 
INNKEEPER® 3 
1550 E. Wooster St. 
Phone 352-5211 
"Your Host From 
Coast To Coast" 
KMHt.i.PAl.Off. 
For  Your 
Sports  Viewing   Pleasure 
QUALITY  OPTIC  BINOCULARS 
Fine Cameras And Complete 
Camera  Supplies 
STORE   HOURS 
Sun. 9 - 12:30 and 4 - 10:00 
Mon. thru Sat. 8:30 -  10.00 
ROGERS 
DRUGS 
& Camera Shop 
135  North  Main  —  Bowling  Green 
PHONE 352-7575 
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STADIUM 
INFORMATION 
• We request your cooperation in observing the rules and 
traditions of this University and of the state law which 
makes it illegal to bring or consume alcoholic beverages 
of any kind at an athletic event. 
• Concession stands are conveniently located at the end 
of each entrance ramp under the stadium. 
• Rest rooms are located on both the east and west sides 
of the stadium and can be found between ramps 2 and 
4, 6 and 8, 1 and 3 plus 5 and 7. 
• Telephones are conveniently located in the stadium next 
to all the rest room facilities. 
• The first aid room is on the east side of the stadium be- 
tween ramps 4 and 6. 
• Anyone finding a lost article is requested to turn it in to 
the ticket office under the east stands. 
• Spectators must keep off the playing field at all times during 
and after the game. At the end of the game, spectators 
must use the ramp exits rather than the field level exits. 
FUTURE 
FALCON 
FOOTBALL 
1974 
Sept. 14 at East Carolina 
DAYTON 
at Western Michigan 
21 
28 
Oct.     5 at Toledo 
12 KENT STATE 
19 at Miami 
26 MARSHALL 
Nov.    2 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
9 ARKANSAS STATE 
16 at Southern Mississippi 
23 at San Diego State 
1975 
Sept. 13 at Brigham Young 
20 SOUTHERN  MISSISSIPPI 
27 at Dayton 
Oct.     4 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
11 TOLEDO 
18 at Kent State 
25 MIAMI 
Nov.    1 BALL STATE 
8 at Ohio University 
15 at Southern Illinois 
22 at Texas-Arlington 
1976 
Sept. 11 at Syracuse 
18 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
25 SAN DIEGO STATE 
Oct.     2 at Western Michigan 
9 at Toledo 
16 KENT STATE 
23 at Miami 
30 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Nov.    6 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
13 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
20 at Idaho 
FALCON SPORTS HOT LINE 
Bowling Green  fans   may   keep 
abreast of latest scores and sports 
news   by dialing   "Falcon   Sports 
Hot-Line' .  This  service   is  opera- 
tive in season on a 24 hours per 
day basis The "Hot-Line" number 
is (419) 372-BGSU. 
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MARE 
VOUR MOUTH 
COCRAZY. 
EAT A RAJ"PBERRX BAHAMA. PIN E APPL E AHD 
PEANUT BUTTER ZI P'ZSUN DAE. 
VWVWAVAVWAVWWAWW.'rtVW 10* OFF COUPON wwvwwvwwwftw^ViW.vy 
That means 100 off on everything in the crazy looking place. 100 off on 
Zip'zsundaes, you make your own and you can put anything you want on it, or 
as much as you want. 100 off on Zip'zsplits, Zip'zshakes, Zip'zcones, everything. 
... look for the yellow dome at 112 S. Mercer St. 
Amaze your friends. 
McDonald's 
u
      LI. 
When you finish your Big Mac, they'll say, 
"boy, can he pack it away." Two beef patties, 
lettuce, cheese, special sauce, a sesame seed bun. Wow. 
1470 East Wooster St. 
ACROSS  FROM 
HARSHMAN   DORM 
Through the Courtesy of BELL & BECKWITH 
Members of New York Stock Exchange 
234 ERIE ST., TOLEDO, OHIO     •     PHONE CH. 1-3201 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1973 FOOTBALL TEAM: First Row (l-r), Reid Lamport, Rick Newman, Roger Wallace, Phil Polak, Jamie Henneberry, Bill Centa, Co-Captain John Villa- 
piano, Co-Captain Greg Meczka, Rick Hans, Bob Martin, Brett Molk, Joe Babies, Tom Fisher. Second Row, Dave Kulik, Dave McMichael, Ed McCoy, Tim Quinn, Gary McBride, Tom Hall, Don 
Dillingham, Myron Wilson, Paul Miles, Jesse Greathouse, Tony Bell, John Jacquot, Kevin Taylor. Third row, Dave Turner, Jim Reynolds, Vic Bakunoff, Mike Harraman, Joe Russell, Nick Obrovac, 
Jim Mahony, Garry Penta, Dave Florea, Greg Harmon, Jim Snowden, Don Taylor. Fourth Row, Mitch Sherrell, Gary Mixon, Mike Watson, Hal Thomas, Greg Muzi, Steve Studer, Gene Jones, Tom 
Spann, Tom Moriarty, Gary Anderson, Thorn Wilker, Mark Horansky, John Boles. Fifth Row, Chuck Lindsey, Jerry Johnson, Art Thompson, Sherrill Jackson, Tom Krahe, Mark Conklin, Alex 
Femenia, Rob Stephan, Ron Nickey, Corey Cunningham Kevin Clayton, Todd Tramba. Sixth Row, Greg Davidson, Dave Preston, Dave Brown, Doug Becherucci, Tony Venditti, George Obrovac, 
Don Buynack, Tom Steele, Dan Saleet, Jeff Robertson, Dennis Wakefield, At Nozak. Seventh Row, Mike Booth, Ray McNeill, Bill Eyssen, Dave Dudley, Steve Kuehl, Bill Whidden, John Obrock, 
Jim Hall, Jim Otley, Ed Kelley, Doug Hines, Chuck McElfresh. Eighth Row, Chuck Patterson, Glenn Sharp, Dan Gleason, Larry Coyer, Dale Strahm, Mario Russo, Don Nehlen, Ron Chismar, Carlos 
Jackson,   Carl   Battershell,   Don   Woods.   Ninth   Row,   Tim   Provost,   Bill   Harris,   Mike   Larson,   Tom   Payne,   Sonny   Hicks,   Art   Curtis,   Rick   Cain,   Ken   Hart. 
